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A call around 10:15 p.m., Wednesday,
sent units of the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad to a burning barn on
Las  'ter Rd. East of Murray.
The barn, belonging to Hall McCuiston,
was totally engulfed when the firefighters
arrived. McCuiston reported that the
structure contained a 1969 pickup truck, a
lawn mower, tiller, and around 600 bails of
hay.
Members of the Squad pumped water
onto the blaze in an attempt to keep ashes
from blowing into nearby brush as high
winds fanned the blaze. The fire was
determined to be under control and the
units returned to the station around 12:15
a. m.
Members answering the alarm were:
Bernard Steen, Kenny Collins, Robert
Trenholm, Ronnie Barnett, Sam Smth,
Jerry Edwards, Bryan Claycomb, Ricky
Bucy, Floyd Garland, Carl Hosford, Mike
Farley, Danny Parrish, Bud Miller, and
Max Dowdy.
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon November 13, 1975
The Fisher-Price Circus Train
County Attorney's
Office A Busy Place
By MIKE GIBSON
County Attorney Sid Easley is a busy
man. More than 600 cases are handled
each year through his office and, although
some don't get to trial, Easley finds his
spare time limited.
"I believe that hard work is a cure for
most ills," he says but then adds, "the
problem with holding public office is that
the amount of time required both for your
job and other areas limits the time
available for your family."
Easley outlined the duties of the county
attorney as giving legal advice to all
county officials and the Fiscal Court,
prosecuting all misdemeanors arising in
Calloway County and assisting in
prosecuting all felonies in the county.
Married to the former Mehapelriestry of
sssebão, Atterisas; the codprehave two
sons, five-year-old Eric and Don, three.
Originally from Graves County, Easley
has lived in Calloway County since he was
16 and now makes his home in Murray.-
He received his BS degree from Murray
State University and earned his law
degree at the University of Kentucky.
Following three years in the Air Force as a
Captain and lawyer, he practiced law in
Murray until his election. He is currently
serving his second term and will be in
office until 1978.
He is chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Park Committee, chairman of the
local Mental Health and Retardation
Cindy Herndon
Board, chairman of the Administrative
Board of the First United Methodist
Church and is Tresurer of the Red Cross.
In 1973 he was elected Outstanding
Young Man of the Year by the Murray
Jaycees. He enjoys reading, fishing, and
spectator sports in his spare time.
Although time consuming, his job is a
source of deep satisfaction.
"The satisfaction I get is being able to
use my legal ability to help people with
problems they are unable to solve,"
said.
Because his job deals with le actin
Elaine Paschall
under stress and anxiety, Easley feels that
he has gained valuable insight into human
behavior. "As a general rule," he said,
"people want to do what they think is
right."
In stating his beliefs and offering advice
for others he said, "I feel that religious
faith, of some kind, offers a reservoir of
strength for everyone who is able to look
inside themselves and find it."
Assisting Easley in the paperwork of his
office are two attractive secretaries.
Elaine Paschall has worked with Easley
for three years. She lives in Midway with
her husband Tommy, and their seven-
year-old son, Barray.
She attended MSU and received a degree
in Secretarial Science. She is a member of
the National Secretaries' Association,
Hazel Women's Club, Southwest PTC and
South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.
Says Elaine, "I enjoy my job because of
the variety of the work and the continual
meeting of new people."
Cindy Herndon has worked in the County
Attorney's office for 1/2 years. She and
husband, 'Jackie, make their home in
Murray:— --
Cindy has a degree in Business from
MSU and is presently working on her
Master's degree in Business Education.
She is a member of the National
Secretaries' Association and the Freed-
Hardman Association. In her spare time
Cindy enjoys fishing, horseback riding and
reading.




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A special
session of the Kentucky legislature should
be called to deal with certain provisions of
the newly-approved judicial amendment
to the state constitution, according to Gov.
Julian Carroll.
Carroll, in a letter to Chief Justice Scott
Reed of the Kentucky Court of Appeals,
said he would ask members of the 1976
General Assembly to limit work in the up-
coming session to the circuit court, the
Carolers Sought
For NEED LINE
Plans are being developed for van
groups from the community, area chur
ches and schools to sing Christmas Carols
throughout Murray and Calloway County
on selected evenings in December.
The people for whom these carolers sing
will be given an opportunity then the
...-ontribute to the work of NEED LINE, a
local agency of information, referral and
service.
An organizational meeting of volunteer
carolers will be held to determine the
evenings to carol, assign neighborhoods
and outline general procedures; the
meeting will be held at 4 p. m. on Sunday,
November 16, at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main.
Interested persons are invited to attend
this meeting to find out more about being a
NEED LINE caroler. In charge of the
caroling program this year is Rev. Robert
Brockhoff of Immanuel Lutheran Church.
For more information or to volunteer, call
him at 753-6712 or 753-6879.
Freeze Warning
Freeze warning tonight. Slowly
decreasing cloudiness and cold today with
highs in the low 40s. Partly cloudy and cold
tonight with chance of a hard freeze in
some areas, low in the mid 20s. Partly
cloudy and cold Friday with high in the





Economic conditions have been blamed
for the complete pullout of the Standard
Textile plant in Murray, according to Carl
Cohen, of Servisco, the New Jersey-based
parent firm.
Cohen said the plant would obviously
like to return if economic conditions im-
prove, but that they could not continue
paying rent on the local building. Notice
was given to the landlord and to the union
involved that the premises were being
vacated.
The plant has been closed since April
1974 At one time, it employed between one
And two hundred workers here.
TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Today










, new court of appeals and the new state Su-
preme Court.
The governor announced his suggestion
on Wednesday. He said the proposed
special session would deal with the estab-
lishment of new district courts and that it
would be called before Jan. 31, 1977.
The terms of office of the district court
judges will not begin until January, 1978.
The judicial article was one of two con-
stitutional amendments approved by the
voters in last week's general election. It is
designed to restructure Kentucky courts.
The amendment creates a four-tier
millet court system, headed by the
court. The seven members of the
rur:t of Appeals become the Supreme
' Court's justices on Jan. 1.
The appeals court justices will be
replaced by a 14-member panel of judges,
also on Jan. 1, and they will be appointed
by the governor from a list of three
nominees for each position. The nominees
will be recommended by a seven member
judicial nominating commission.
Salaries of judges of both new courts will
be set by the upcoming legislature, which
convenes on Jan. 6.
See Session, Page 16)
Senior Citizens To
Hold Bazaar Friday
The Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens will hold their third annual bazaar
at the Calloway County Public Library on
Friday, November 21, from 6:30 to 9:00
p.m., and on Saturday, November 22, from
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Over thirty senior citizens from the city
and county will provide articles and baked
goods for the bazaar.
Some of the articles will include crochet
beads, shawls, card table covers, pillows,
pillow tops, pillow cases with tatting,
stuffed animals, baby quilts, baby caps,
baby sets, potted plants from the senior
citiznes' greenhouse with macrame plant
hangers, a few small macrame wall
hangings, baked items, and many other
handmade articles.
All articles will be at reasonable prices,
a spokesman for the Senior Citizens said.




A highlight of the Rotary Club's
Christmas parade Saturday, Dec. 6, will be
the appearance in Murray of the four-unit
Fisher-Price Circus Train, seen by
millions on Television last year in Macy's
Thanksgiving Day parade in New York.
The life-size train is modeled after the
991 Circus Train toy made by Fisher-Price
Toys, and was built by maintenance
personnel at the company's East Aurora,
N. Y., plant for the Macy parade.
It is being flown to Murray from East
Aurora through the efforts of Roy Kain,
manager of the Fisher-Price plant. in
Murray, to participate in the Christmas
parade, the fourth sponsored by the local
Rotarians and which will herald the
arrival of Santa Claus to officially open the
Christmas season in Murray.
The train will be accompanied by 17
employes of the Fisher-Price plant in East
Aurora who will appear with it in the
parade dressed as the animals which are a
part of the basic Circus Train toy — an
elephant, monkey, giraffe, a lion and
others.
"There is no doubt that the Circus Train
will be a highlight of our parade this
year," said Rev. David Roos, general
parade chairman and pastor of the First
Christias Church.
The theme of this year's parade is
"Christmas Stories," and cash prizes will
be awarded for the best floats. Entries
already have been received from the
Murray Middle School, the three county
elementary schools, Sinking Springs
Baptist Church, Church of the Nazarene
and the First Pentecostal Church of God.
To date, five bands, headed by the
Marching Thoroughbreds from Murray
State University, have indicated they will
appear. The others are Murray High
School, Calloway County High School,
Todd Central from Elkton and Fulton
County High School from Hickman.
Also marching will be both Boy and Girl
Scouts, cheerleaders from area schools,
twirler students and riflemen members of
the Kentucky Muzzle Loaders.
In the line of march also will be Shriners
from the Murray Shrine Club and the
Rizpah Temple in Madisonville and units
from the Twin Lakes Antique Car Club in
Cadiz, as well as four of the area's beauty
queens: Helen O'Nan, the reigning Miss
Murray State University; Vicki But-
terworth, the Calloway County Fair
Queen; Wanda Rolfe, Miss Wheelchair of
Kentucky and Mrs. Treys Mathis, Mrs.
Murray State of 1976.
"This year's parade is shaping up as the
biggest and best one we've had yet," Roos
said, -and there is still plenty of time for
any business or organization to enter a
float." Anyone wishing to do so should
contact him at either 753-3824 or 753-8565.
DU BANQUET SUCCESSFUL — The banquet held by the Murray Chapter of
Ducks Unlimited last night was termed a "tremendous success" by a group
spokesman this morning. The spokesman said that the club raised $3,200 which
will be sent to the national Ducks Unlimited organization for the preservation of
ducks. Over 140 persons attended the event and Don Cherry was the winner of
the Winchester Model 12 Ducks Unlimited Commemorative Shotgun. Here, a
banquet-goer is looking over some of the other items that were auctioned off.
Staff Photo by Butch Greer
Merchants Offer Bargains
Galore In Coupon Days
Bargains galore await shoppers who come to downtown Murray this Friday
and Saturday in response to the downtown merchants' -Coupon Days."
Almost 40 downtown businesses have joined together in the sales ex-
travaganza and they are offering many, many money-saving bargains in the
coupons appearing on pages 4, 5,8 and 9 of today's Murray Ledger and Times.
In all, 101 different coupons are contained in the almost four pages of ad--
vertising. The merchants urge shoppers to clip the coupons and bring them to
the individual stores on Friday and Saturday in order to take advantage of the
tremendous money-saving offer.
RED CROSS DRIVE—Pete Waldrop, seated, has been named general fund chairman for the 1976 Red Cross Drive in
Calloway County,-Tre begie in Mardi, the drive will Accept Advance gifts.in kebruary, with agoal of S11,830, according to
Mrs. lean Blankenship, executive secretary. Dr. Rex Alexander, standing at right, will be university chairman for the drive.
anken Walt Apperson, and Dr. Alexander. Staff Photo by David HillBlship,
From left are Board members Dave Dickson, Stuart Poston, ( hairman Holmes Ellis, Fleetwood Crouch, Lester Nanny, Mrs.
 11111101tBii‘,
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Making hand puppets for the Senior Citizesn bazaar on
November 21 and 22 at the Calloway County Public Library
are, left to right, Alma Cooper, Edna Reynolds, Hazel Locke,
Madie Vaughn, and Nellie Bell. Hours of the bazaar will be
630 to nine p. m. on Friday and eight a. m. to four p. m. on
Saturday.
Working on articles for the third annual bazaar of the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens to be held Friday
and Saturday, November 21 and 22, at the Calloway County
Public Lllorary are, left to right, Wilk Mae Morton, Lottie
Bowden, Mary Lamb, Meda Jackson, and Lectra Andrus.
Flora Ford, left, Geneva Belcher, NeIrse Bel, Thyra
Crawford, and Lela Culp work on items for the bazaar to be
held by the Senior Citizens at the Calloway County Public
Library on Friday, November 21, from 6:30 to nine p. m. and








102.3 on the FM •
Skating Party Will
Be Held By Youth
The Rangers and Rangerettes
of the Woodmen of the World,
ages eight through fifteen, will
have a skating party on Mon-
day, November 17.
At six p.m. the groups will
meet at the Murray Municipal
Parking Lot to go to the party.
They will return to the depar-




Association, will be held at
Mayfield High School at 7:30 p
m. For information call 767.-
3364. Dr. Alice Koesecke is
director of the budget seminar
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Contemporary with
Barbara Gillum at ten a. m.;
Town and Country at the
Murray Vocational Center, rear
entrance, at 7:30 p. m.; Dexter
and New Frontier at places to
be announced.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at 7:30 p. m. at
the community room of the




Church will have a churchwide
potluck supper at the church at
6:30 p. m. Meat will be fur-
nished.
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. &
A. M. and Murray Council No.
50 R. & S. M. will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Hardin/Berkley Lodge No. 567
F. & A. M. will have a potluck
dinner for the families at the
lodge hall at six p. m. in
celebration of 100th anniversary
of Berkley Lodge.
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the UCM building at eight p. m.
MSU Brass Choir, directed by
Prof. David Elliott, will present
a concert at the Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, at 8:15 p. m.
Friday, November 14
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Charlie Crawford at 1:30 p.
m.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
M. will meet at the Lodge Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Shopping ior Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and downtown
will be at twelve noon. Call 753-
0929 for transportation.
Dexter Senior Citizens
shopping to Murray will be at
9:30 a. m. and call 753-0929 by
nine a. m. for transportation.
Lesson on "Making Bread
Baskets" will be at the County
Extension Office at ten a. m.
World Friendship Club will
meet at the Baptist Student
Center at 6:30 p. m.
Awards Dinner for the Oaks
Country Club will be at the
Holiday Inn with a social hour
at six p. m., dinner at 6:30 p. m.
with business meeting. Dance
will be at WOW Building at nine
p.m. Call 753-4771 or 753-6112 for
information.
Saturday, November 15
Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order
of the Eastern Star will have a
pre-Thanksgiving dinner at the
Masonic Hall, Walnut Street, at
six p.m. A donation of $1.50 will
be taken for each plate.
Chapter M of PEO will have a
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Paul Sturm with Miss Bernice
Lutz as assistant hostess.
Discovery Walk for historical
and natural features of LBL will
start at Center Station at ten a.
m.
Turkey Shoot will be held
from eight a. m. to four p. m. at
the Calloway High School
parking lot with Band Boosters
Club as sponsors. Refreshments
and baked goods will be sold.
The Harlem Magnificent
Seven Basketball game will be
at eight p. m. at Jeffrey gym-
riasimn. The event is sponsored
by the Calloway County Speech




cllestra, presented by the
Murray Civic Music
Association, will be at the
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
three p.m.
Murray Magic Theatre will
present two documentaries,
"Nanook of the North" and
"The War Game," at 7:30 p.m.
at the University School
auditorium. Admission is free
Monday, November 17
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house with
'Freya Mathis as speaker.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at the
MSU Special Education
Building at 6:30 p.m.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
Woodmen of the World, ages
eight through fifteen, will meet
at the Municipal parking lot at
six p.m. to go for a skating
Party.
Musicale, solos, and small
ensembles by members of the
Phi Mu Alpha fraternity will be
at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSU, at nine p.m.
Charles Berlitz, author of the
book, The Bermuda Triangle,
will lecture at the University





A Cub Scout Pack for boys,
age eight to ten, was organized
at Southwest Elementary
School. Several parents were
present to discuss the pros and
cons of scouting with G.W.
Hayden, Four Rivers Counsel
Director of Scouts.
Bill Taylor is serving as the
Cubmaster. Serving with him









Den Mothers for the nineteen
boys who signed up for the
program include Julya Outland,
Alice Clayton, Peggy Williams,
Gracie Holland, and Carolyn
Russell.
Persons desiring more in-
formation may contact any of
the persons listed above.
MRS. RAYMOND TOM RADERMACHER was the former
Tresa Ann McCord, daughter of Fred McCord of 900 South 17th
Street, Murray, and the late Peggy McCord, before her marriage
on Saturday, October 25, to Mr. Radermacher, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward A. Radermacher.
Justice of the Peace Donald Coosh officiated at the ceremony
read at Crown Point, Ind.
The bride is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and at-
tended Murray State University. She is now enrolled at Purdue
University, Calumet campus, where she will graduate in May
with an Associate Degree in Nursing.
Mr. Radermacher is a 1969 graduate of Munster High School,
Munster, Ind. He attended Purdue University for two years and is
now employed as a crane operator at Inland Steel.
Mr. and Mrs. Radermacher are now residing at 2434 Martha,




Stephenson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Stephen-
son, has completed plans for her
wedding to Ricky Darrell
Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Burkeen.
The vows will be read on
Friday, November 21, at seven
p. m. at the Grace Baptist
Church, South Ninth Street
Extended, Murray, with Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating.
A program of music will be
presented by Mrs. Keith
Downey, pianist, Dwane Jones,
organist, and Mrs. Sylvia Rick-
man, Mrs. Nell Evans, and
Tommy Walker, trio.
Miss Linda Bidwell will be the
maid of honor. Bridesmaids will
be Mrs. Rosemary Burkeen,
Miss Martha Anne Walker of
Brentwood, Tenn., and Miss
Mitzi Reddick. Flower girl will
be Miss Traci Walker.
Randy Burkeen, brother of
the groom-elect, will be the
best man. Groomsmen will be
Calloway Clean Teens
Chapter Plans Events
The Calloway Count', High
Chapter of Clean Teens held its
monthly meeting on Tuesday,
October 28, with Donna Over-
cast, president, presiding. The




Projects For Students, Inc.,
spoke concerning a tree sale
project which was scheduled
October 28-30. He also presented
a candy sale project which was
accepted for sale in December.
Don Burchfiekl, recreational
planner for Land Between the
Lakes, spoke about an Ecology
Counselor program to be held
January 23-25 at Brandon
Springs in the LBL. The
members will attend the
training that will qualify them
as ecology camp counselors.
Announcement was made
that the club had received their
confirmation of membership
into the Nature Conservancy
and had also purchased sub-
scriptions to National and In-
ternational Wildlife magazines
for the school library.
The meeting was closed with
the reading of the conservation
pledge, according to Rhonda
Young, reporter.
Scout Supply Headquarters--The National Store in Murray
is now the local retail outlet for official willor"" an sup-
plies for the Girl Scouts of America. Here Mrs. Hugh Hurt, an
employee of the store is pictured showing a Girl Scout cap
























































Gary and Dickey Burkeen,
brothers of the groom-elect, and
Mike Stephenson, brother of the
bride-elect.
Serving as candlelighters will
be David Stephenson, brother of
the bride-elect, and David
Stripling. Bill Wilson and Lee
Hopkins will serve as ushers.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
Grace Baptist Church
Fellowship House.
All relatives and friends are




The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except 
days, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc., 100 N. 4th St., Murray,
Ky., 42/71
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky. 43/71.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas ser-
ved by carriers, ift.20 Per mouth, Mahe
in advance. By mail in Calloway Comity
and to Benton, Hardin, MayBeid, Sedalia
and Farmington, Ky., and Paris,
Buchanan and P'uryear, Tem, $12.511 tier
year. By mail to other destinations, 117/10
per year.
Member ol Associated Press, Kentucky
Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association.
Mrs. Smith Directs Program At
Meet, Coldwater Church Women
The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Monday,
November 3, at seven p. m. with
Mrs. Thomas Smith in charge of
the program on "The Divine
Spirit."
Mrs. Howard Kinsey read the
scripture and gave a discussion
on the program topic. A song,
"Break Thou The Bread of
Life," was sung by the group.
"Gift of the Spirit" was
discussed by Mrs. Sherwood
Potts; "Holy Fire and the
Burning Bush" by Mrs. Roy
Clark; "The Spirit and Us" by
Mrs. David Lamb; poem by
Mrs. Gary Moore.
Others taking part in the
program were Mrs. Cody
Adams and Mrs. Thomas
Smith. The closing song was
-This Is My Father's World,"
and the closing prayer was led
by Mrs. David Lamb.
Punch and banana nut bread
were served by the hostess,
Mrs. Thomas Smith.
Other members present were
Mrs. Gary Haneline, Mrs.
Jimmy Wilson, Mrs. Robert
Jones, and Mrs. Bulas Wilson.
One visitor was Trisha Clark.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, December 8, at seven
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Gary
Haneline who will also be in
charge of the program. Each
member is asked to bring some
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
By-pass the irrelevant and
immaterial. This is a day for
making top-rank gains if you
begin early and follow through,
effectively capitalizing on your
very fine capabilities.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) ddii,
Overlook petty annoyances.
As with Aries, there's too much
of real importance on which to
concentrate. Do not let fine
opportunities or lucrative of-
ferings pass unheeded.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
14/4
Your Individual Horoscope  
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14,1975
Opportunity offered through
clever use of your creative
ability.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Anil
Some advances indicated,
especially in the fields of art,
designing. New suggestions
may be made to you. Appraise
carefully, noting all factors.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Tackle all situations without
taking a dim view of problem
areas. There are always
solutions — many!
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. Z3 to Dec. 21)
Stress your innate prudence
and perceptiveness. Con-
structive interests favored.
Avoid doubts and fears. You
Some lack of harmony in- should have a bright and happy





June 22 to July 23) 00
Don't be thrown off guard by
fancy-sounding, but possibly
misleading, propositions. Study
the overall picture. Where
there's REAL value, however,
don't hesitate.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Ingenuity and a fresh ap-
proach to certain situations
could brighten this day con-
siderably. Soft-pedal com-
plaints and curb your innate
aggressiveness.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Be realistic now and pursue
only worthwhile goals. Take
temporary delays in stride.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
Certain changes are in order,
others are NOT. Don't go
"against the grain" needlessly
nor penetrate too deeply into
unknown seas before you have
the know-how and the facts.
AQUARIUS j( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Curb an impulse to undertake
enterprises you would not or-
dinarily consider. Stellar in-
fluences now suggest that you
stick to routine, avoid chance-
taking. of any sort.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
Explore further mean; to
solve problems that came up in
the past, are still on the docket.














Run in the Family
By Abigail Van Buren
157111 by Chicago 1r ribtow-11.1. News Syne
DEAR ABBY: The woman who is responsible for making
my ex-husband a pervert now may be causing the same kind
of behavior in my sons.
We were divorced after two years of counseling that
didn't do one bit of good. When I was gathering my
ex-husband's things to pack him up and get him out of the
house, I came across evidence that he is a sadist, masochist,
exhibitionist, voyeur and transvestite!
He has visitation rights to take our sons for weekends
subject to my approval, and when he does, he takes them to
see his mother, who has caused all of these abnormalities in
her son. Now I fear that she will make perverts out of her
grandsons!
Please, Abby, help me to stop all this. My psychiatrist
tells me to talk to my lawyer. My lawyer tells me to talk to
my psychiatrist. I am sick of talking to both these men.
Every time we talk, I get a bill.
What is your advice? At least it's free.
GOING CRAZY
DEAR GOING: My advice may be free, but I am neither
a doctor nor a lawyer, and you appear to need the services of
both. I advise you to listen carefully to both these
professionals, follow THEIR advice and get your money's
worth.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 17-year-old girl who plans to
pursue law as a -career. I am a straight A-student, and I'm
neither pretty nor popular. I am somewhat einti-social, and
I'm not domestically inclined, so marriage and a family for
me are out of the question.
I really don't care about having a husband and a herd of
kids, and there is no way I will spend my life being a
housewife. I'd crack up.
My problem is my father. Every time I discuss my future
plans with him, he says I am acting like a "lesbian."
I am not a lesbian, and it hurts me to hear him say it.
How can I get my father to realize that I am not a lesbian
just because I don't want a husband and 20 kids?
FED UP
DEAR FED UP: Unless your father is a very ignorant
man, he surely realizes that every woman who rejects the
role of wife and mother to pursue a career is not necessarily
a lesbian.
But why make such positive statements now? It's
possible for a woman to have both a career and a husband
and children.
DEAR ABBY: We have been married for two years and
are beginning to think about having a family. My problem
is that I am not sure I would make a good parent.
I become impatient with children who throw tantrums
when they don't get their own way, and I have to fight the
urge to discipline them when their parents stand by and do
nothing.
I know I'd be a very strict parent. Would that be good or
had for a child?
You can't take a child back once it's here, so before
having one I want to be sure I would make a good mother
What do you think?
ON THE FENCE
DEAR ON: "Discipline" is a must. But a child need,
love, too. If you have a lot of love to give, I'd say you ha% e
the two most important qualifications for parenthood.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069'

















Mrs. Ruth Todd, 716
Sycamore St., Murray, Mrs.
Verna Roberts, 1665 Calloway
Ave., Murray, Miss Cordeba
Ann Tutt, Rt. 8, Box 33, Murray,
Mrs. Alma V. Lee, Box 45.
Dexter, Mrs. Melinda Stuber
Rt. 6, Clinton Rd., Paducat
Mrs. Evie R. Todd, 1301 Ville
St., Murray, Mrs. Joy Christine
Orr, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Robbie
PaschalloRt. 8, Box 31, Murray.
Mrs. Elaine Jo Nelson and Baby
Girl, 309 W. 17th St., Benton,
Mrs. Linda Lou Foley and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4, Box 231, Murray,
Mrs. Ruth F. Canady, 1104 Olive
St., Murray, Mrs. Myrtle
Nickles, 801 N. 20th St., Murray,
Mrs. Ida E. McKinney, 1208
Olive St., Murray, Billy
Yeargin, 2336 East Ct., Dyer
sburg, Tenn., Richard R. Smith.
Rt. 5, Murray, Stirl S. Fielder.
Rt. 2, Box 91, Paris, Tenn., Mrs
Zorabell Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter
/eizeimalii
Special Projects Are Planned By North PTC
The North Calloway
Elementary Parent-Teacher
Club held its regular monthly
meeting on Thursday,
November 6, with Roy Gene
Dunn, president, presiding and
Opening by reading scripture
from the book of Ephesians.
Under the direction of Mrs.
Patricia Lassiter, eighth grade
teacher, and Mr. Nardi, student
music teacher, a musical
program presented by the
following classes and students;
The sixth grade exploratory
music class sang "I Counted In
Heaven," accompanied by Mr.
Nardi, clarinetist, and several
children playing xylophones.
David Lamb, accompanied by
his mother, sang "Ten
Thousand Years." A trio
composed of Kathy Black,
Laura Fones, and Angela
Manning sang "Statue of
Liberty." Several eighth grade
students presented a square
dance routine.
Judy Jones, secretary, read
the minutes. A report from the
Drug Council representative
was presented. Several com-
mittees were appointed to
serve.
Projects recommended by the
FTC Executive Committee
were: To give each teacher ;26
to be spent for bookshelves or
other supplies; to purchase a
Polaroid camera for the
yearbook committee; to give
6600 for grades 14 to be used in
West Fork BYW
Holds Meeting
The West Fork Baptist
Church Young Women held its
first meeting at the home of
Joan Turner on Tuesday, Oc-
tober 28, at seven p.m. with
Mrs. Judy Henninger,
associational director of BYW,
as guest speaker.
Mrs. Henninger discussed the
responsibilities of each officer,
monthly projects, and ideas for
projects. She announced the
dinner for the MSU In-
ternational Students at the
Baptist Student Union on
November 21.
The prayer calendar was
presented. Refreshments were
served. Also present were Janet
Arnold and Renee Sledd.
the reading program as mat-
thing funds from TiUe 1.
A report from the Fall
Festival committee was given.
The group voted to present the
second place winner in the ham
ticket contest a prize also as
there was only a one dollar
difference in the totals.
Joe Dyer, member of the
Calloway County Board of
Education, urged that all
parents, teachers, and other
interested persons attend the
board's next meeting at North
Elementary School on Monday
night, December 1.
The next FTC meeting will be
December 4. This will be the
Christmas program presented
by the students.
Refreshments were served by
the seventh grade homeroom
mothers. Mrs. Grogan's sixth
grade had the' most parents








supper tonight at Jerry's
* Appetizer. Your choice from an
assortment of soups, salads, or juices.
* Entree. You choose from a selection of
four different main dishes every night.
* Vegetables. You pick any two garden
vegetables frOm each night's menu.
complete suppers for one low price
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VISIT IN OKLAHOMA
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Mc-
Cuiston and Mr. and Mrs. Or-
vley Housden have returned
home after a visit in Bartsdlle
and Dewey, Oklahoma, with
their sister and husband, Mrs.
Gary Richards and Ntrg''
Rlehtfitds; 00 their' Sistel-ITF".- -
law, Mrs. Sam Thurman. They











Ftiataft, a 19" Os
portable With RCA.
etecttottic Signal Sensof







Come in and let us demonstrate RCA's newest electronic marvel an
amazing new portable TV that "thinks in color!" This compact 19"
diagonal model, in today's most popular screen size, features RCA's Super
AccuFilter black matrix picture tube with filtered vertical color phosphor
stripes for sharp, clear pictures with more vivid colors ... plus all the great
features of RCA's new ColorTrak System Far and away the most
automatic TV ever from RCA. Come in and see it in action!
RCA




• All new chassis offers reliability of 100%
solid state, plus improved circuitry
to enhance picture vividness.
• RCA Super AccuFilter black matrix ,
picture tube reduces light reflection.
Colors stand out with lifelike clarity
• Automatic contrast/color "tracking"
maintains a lifelike color picture balance
front scene to scene and channel to
channel.
• Rictere brightness automatically adjusts
to *slure best possible viewing in any
room light.
• Automatic color control "thinks in color"
by holding flesh tones to coioritint
settings you *elect.
RD*11r-ELKIN
Downtown Shopping Center- 753-1713
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Local Teacher Gives Book Review For UDC
Dr. Harvey Elder of the
Murray State University
Mathematics Department was
the guest speaker at the recent
meeting of the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy
held in the lovely home of Mrs.
W. Z. Carter, Olive Street.
Mrs. John Livesay, chapter
president, introduced Dr.
Elder. She said he was a young
man of many interests, among
them the history of our country
and our state. As a native of
Graves County who was reared
near the sites of many of the
battles and skirmishes which
took place during the War
Between, the States, he is
especially interested in and
knowledgeable about that
period of history.
As his subject for the meeting
Dr. Elder reviewed the book,
"Johnny Green and The Orphan
Brigade." He said Johnny was a
19 year old boy from Henderson
County who enlisted in the
Confederate Army at Bowling
Green, in what was later in the
war known as the famous Or-
phan Brigade. He fought
throughout the war and was in




Dr. Elder said Johnny faced
death many times and in many
different circumstances, some
breathlessly exciting and some
amusing, but always managed
to survive. In one incident
during a battle, Johnny, who
was a small boy about five feet
and six inches tall, was jumping
over a fence when his canteen
strap caught and left him
dangling above the ground
while bullets struck all around
him; finally a bullet clipped the
strap and Johnny dropped to the
ground unhurt.
Many of Johnny's other ex-
periences and narrow escpaes
were related, making an ex-
citing story of the boy's war
years. Throughout the story
Johnny expressed his strong
belief that he was fighting in a
great and just cause, against
oppression, Dr. Elder said.
A discussion of the book
followed the talk by Dr. Elder.
Mrs. Livesay opened the
business meeting with the
pledges of allegiance to the
flags of the United States and of
Kentucky, and the salute to the
Confederate flag. Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, chaplain, led in
prayer, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Mrs. W. Z. Carter gave the
treasurer's report.
A brief report on the state
convention held October 8 and 9
was made by Mrs. Liversay who
listed the prizes won by the
Murray Chapter as follows:
First prize for publicity, first
prize in Southern Literature for
the report made by Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, state
chairman, and first prize by
Mrs. J. A. Outland for her entry
of a beautifully hand knitted
dress at the Quill Club break-
fast.
Mrs. Carter and her
cohostess, Mrs. Hess Crossland,
served a bountiful brunch of
country ham and biscuits, fruits
and melon, and a variety of
cakes and bread.
Those present were
Mesdames Henry Elliott, John
Arts, Crafts
Festival Here
The Delta Sigma Phi of
Murray° State University will
present an Arts and Crafts
Festive on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, December 2 and 3 in the
MSU Student Union Building
ballroom.
Peter H. Skarka, secretary,
said persons may sell their
handiwork for just five dollars
per day, or just come and shop.
For more information contact
Jeannie Veach, Box 2409,
University Station, Murray,
Ky., 42071, or phone 753-8789.




Sydney S. McKinney, W.Z.
Carter, Hess Crossland, Dr.
Elder, Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
and Dr. Halene %fisher.
The next meeting will be held
Wednesday, November 19, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Dr.
Viaher on Dogwood Drive with




Mrs. Treva Mathis, instructor
in the home economics
department at Murray State
University, will present the
program at the meeting of the
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Monday, November 17, at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
A special program on
"Holidays Ahead" has been
planned by Mrs. Mathis, ac-
cording to the program com-
mittee composed of Mrs. Cliff
Campbell, Mrs. J. D. Outland,
and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. A. L Hough, Mrs.
Robert Hendon, Mrs. LaVerne
Burke, and Mrs. Cliff Campbell.
Dr. Harvey Elder spoke at the meeting of the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the UDC held at the home of Mrs. W. Z. Carter.








FISH DINNER • SHRIMP DINNER
2 pcs Fish Film • 5 golden brown fried shrimp
$1 • 49 $189j.
•
Say. 50 Save 36'
Both dinners served with
homemade tartar souce • fresh coleslaw
Col's crisp fries • catsup • 3 hush puppies
014q Good Limited Twins Only
Kentucky Tried Chicken
1113 camore 7U-7101




































Bundle during Murray's D w
30% 0ff
Any Item In The Store
With This Coupon
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
Use This Coupon to
Register for FREE
SPACE SAVER RECLINER






Ladies or Men No Limft
PANTS With Coupon
1 pa dryclearmal end pressed
for only 504 with this coupon
Must have coupon when presenting drycleaning items
MURRAY ONE HOUR CLEANERS
On East Side of Square




on the purchase of our
25" CONSOLE COLOR TVs
HODGE AND SON
205 South Stil Street




on the purchase of our
CONSOLE STEREOS
HODGE AND SON
205 South Stli Stiedf









West Side of the Scissors
/Pus Coupon Good OnN No., J. 5
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
Save SO4





West Side of the Square











on the porches. of our Sharp
MICROWAVE OVENS
HODGE AND SON
205 South 516 Street
flol Coupon Good Only No. / 4 13
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
This Coupon Worth $50.00




CaApen Geed Only No. / 4 / 5
$16.95 Value
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS























Canvas, Dress, Casual and Work Shoes
SETTLE-WORKMAN
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS




Sh • months Hwy years
SETTLE-WORKMAN
Thls Coupon Good Only He, 14 15
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS




So. 4th St. (Old Ice Plant)




On Any Cosmetic Gift Set Over $600
Or Any Cosmetic Sale Over $8.00
with this coupon
WALLIS DRUG
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ST. LOUIS (A?) — "In order
to win, we've got to have a fan-
tastic effort by everybody in
every game."
Coach Don Coryell believes
his words and so, apparently,
do his St. Louis Cardinals of
the National Football League.
Coryell's "Cardiac Cards," in
keeping with a tradition they
established in 1974, have waited
until the final minute—and be-
yond — to decide five of their
eight NFL games.
And, possibly through more
than coincidence, in tow- of the
five on which the outcome hing-
ed on late heroics they have
recorded victories in their 6-2
campaign.
"I don't know how you're
ever going to be able to tell
just what's going to happen,"
says Coryell, whose team last
Sunday beat the Philadelphia
Eagles 24-23 in the last second
to retain a share of the lead in
the National Conference East
with the Washington Redskins.
"It's a two-way street," Cor-
yell said. "You have to remem-
ber the Dallas game (37-31).
They had the poise. They won
in overtime.
"In the Washington game we
played before, you have to give
them the credit," said Ca-yell,
referring to a 27-17 loss dealt
the Cards in one of the few
games decided prior to the
closing seconds.
"In my mind, Philadelphia
played one heck of a ball
game," he contended. "'They
really played us off our feet the
first half. We were fortunate to
get some breaks."
Whether breaks, desire or tal-
ent plays the biggest role in
continuing St. Louis victories is
a question Coryell has not yet
been able to answer.
"I wouldn't say it's more
than talent," he said, but
added: "I wouldn't belittle the
talent of any of our folks.
"It's just that in this league
everybody has good talent,"
pointed out the coach of a team
which last year rose from ob-
scurity to a 10-4 record and the
NFC East title.
Beginning with Jim Bakken's
late field goal in a 23-20 victory
over Atlanta, a succession of
nerve-fraying St. Louis finishes
followed with the Dallas game,
a defeat.
The New York Giants and
Eagles were dispensed with in
more conventional style, then
Norm Thompson's pass inter-
ception in the fleeting seconds
protected a 20-13 margin over
the Giants in a return game.
Bakken's field goal and two
Terry Metcalf touchdowns ral-
lied the Cards from a 17-7 defi-
cit to a 24-17 triumph two
weeks ago over the New Eng-
land Patriots.
And finally last week, in per-
haps a finish to top all finishes,
Bakken calmly booted a 30-
yard field goal at the final gun
to snare victory from defeat
over Philadelphia.
"I think we're a better foot-
ball team," said Coryell, who
cited his team's ability to
"make the most of our oppor-
tunity" and sustained hunger
for success.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK — San Antonin
selected Mark Olberding and
Indiana chose Dave Robisch
and Dwight Lamar in the ABA
dispersal draft of players from
the defunct San Diego Sails.
S






LEXINGTON, fry. (AP) —
For a pinch hitter in football,
freshman David "Toughskin"
Stephens is doing a yeoman Job
for the University of Kentucky.
"He went into the game
against Tulane because of in-
juries and did remarkably
good, but a lot of times a guy
will do well because nobody
knows anything about him,"
coach Fran Curci said.
"It's kind of like a pinch hit-
ter in baseball. People don't
know how to adjust to him.
"But by the time he started
last Saturday against Van-
derbilt, they should have ad-
justed to him, but he really
played a heck of a game down
there," Curci said.
Stephens, at 6-foot-4 and 212
pounds, "is big, strong, quick
and agile," Curd continued.
"He could play tight end or
linebacker because he can real-
ly run '
Stephens, one of 16 children,
came to Kentucky from Cam-
den High School in New Jersey,
the same school that yielded
former quarterback and now
tight end Derrick Ramsey to
the Wildcats last year.
He wasn't at all surprised to
be tapped for a starting role on
Kentucky's defensive unit.
"I just waited until it was my
turn and then I proved that I
could do the job," he said.
The nickname "Toughskin"
came during his high school
days when he played defensive
end. "Everybody had a nick-
name and we had a tough de-
fense, so they named me
Toughsiun," he said.
Stephens hopes to major in
architecture "because I love
drawing and designing and
things like that," but for the






The worst economic crisis to
confront professional sports in
recent history has caused the
death of 12 teams and one "We will not be the last to go."
He was right. The San Diego
ABA team ceased operations on
Tuesday, and other teams in
several sports are in trouble.
The expansionism of the late
1960s, when promoters such as
Gary Davidson created leagues
at will, is over. The structure
of most sports is in question in
the courts and their future is in
question at the box office.
The average salary in pro
basketball is $100,000. In pro
hockey, it is $70,000. The Na-
tional Hockey League lost its
television contract and the Na-
tional Basketball AssociationZs
ratings are weak. The other
leagues — the ABA and World
Hockey Association — are with-
out TV income.
In the 1974-75 season, 25 of
the 28 pro basketball teams lost
money. It is estimated that 15
lost in excess of $1 million. An
estimated 23 of the 32 pro hock-
ey teams lost money.
Last year, each of the 26
league in the past month, and
the bloodletting is far from fin-
ished.
Escalating salaries, labor
problems, legal challenges and
the threat of intervention by
Congress and federal agencies
have combined with the pres-
sures of inflation to produce an
atmosphere in which more
teams and perhaps another
league or two will cease to ex-
ist.
Major league baseball, with
its big stadiums, low ticket
prices and numerous games, is
generally in good financial
shape.
The folding of the World
Football League and of the San
Diego and Baltimore franchises
in the American Basketball As-
sociation are part of a trend
that seems certain to continue:
It is the shrinking of a profes-
sional sports world that is too
big, too expensive and too com-
plex to exist on reasonable eco-
nomic terms.
When the 10-team WFL ended
its 18-month life in which $30
million was lost, league Presi-
dent Chris Henuneter said,
teams in the National Football
League received a record $2.2
million in revenue from TV
contracts. Yet a record eight
teams lost money.
One reason is higher sala-
ries: for example, a spokesman
for the Washington Redskins
said the average Redskin play-
er made $25,000 in 1970. Now,
the average is $54,000.
The NFL is not likely to go
under. The same can not be
said for basketball's ABA or
hockey's WHA
The WHA held a league meet-
ing earlier this week, and one
official emerged to say, "I
would not be surprised if two or
three teams dropped out of our
league before the end of the
season."
The ABA's problems may be
more critical. As league offi-
cials work on printing their
third different schedule in a
month, as many as three of the
eight remaining teams are re-
ported in some financial
trouble.
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crPORTS Mayfield Game Turned Around
k JIURRAY LEDGER & TIMES Year For Murray High Tigers




NEW YORK (AP) — The
American Basketball Associ-
ation is holding a private auc-
tion today and the Philadelphia
76ers are the special guests.
The Sixers, of the National
Basketball Association, have
been invited to bring suitcases
of money and make a bid for
Caldwell Jones, a 6-foot-11 cen-
ter from the defunct San Diego
Sails. Jones has signed a future
contract with Philadelphia al-
ready, but he can't join the Si-
xers until the 1977-78 season be-
cause he still owes the ABA
two years.
Philadelphia, which could
certainly use the talented
Jones, can get him n immediate-
ly if the price is right. And the
ABA, which has been less than
successful at the boxoffice, can
certainly use the money.
The Sixers say they don't
much care for the meat-market
approach to purchasing players
but they'll show up anyway.
"We're going to New York.
Since we want to avoid any liti-
gation, we're not looking for
any legal hassles," said Phila-
GENERAL
MONTREAL — Gus "Pell"
Mell, a lightweight and wel-
terweight boxer during the
1940s and 1950s, died at the age
of 49 following a lengthy illness.
delphia General Manager Pat
Williams. "We have signed him
to play for us 1/2 years from
now. We're in no rush.
"We can wait that long but if
we can get him now we'd like
to get him now. But we're not
going to engage in any auction
bidding for him."
Jones was held out of
Wednesday's dispersal draft of
the Sails, which folded up Tues-
day. The remaining San Diego
players were put up for auction
within the ABA with the league
putting a price on their heads
and clubs bidding.
Only three players were cho-
sen — forward Mark Olberding
by San Antonio and both for-
ward Dave Robisch and guard
Dwight Lamar by Indiana. Ev-
eryone else was bypassed and
will be placed on waivers.
San Diego was the second
ABA franchise to strike its col-
ors this year, the Baltimore
Claws having folded up four
days before the season began.
Three others — St. Louis, Vir-
ginia and Utah — are rumored
in trouble.
All of which, according to
Williams, puts Philadelphia in
a strong bargaining position.
"It looks like the ABA is go-
ing under," said Williams.
"They've already lost two
teams. There's more pressure
on the ABA than on us. The
ABA wouldn't get anything for
Jones a year from now.
"Maybe Caldwell Jones will
go to a judge and say he
doesn't like being treated like a
piece of meat," he added.
Jones, who joined San Diego
in 1973 from Albany State, Ga.,
averaged 20 points and 14
rebounds a game last season.
one that changed it all around. was a 26-13 joke at Caldwell
A huge underdog, the Tigers County. At one point in the
lost only 3-0 to powerful game, there were 11 con-
Mayfield and suddenly, the club secutive penalties. The other
developed overnight, loss was a 14-7 heartbreaker to a
Murray lost only two more powerful Hopkinsville team.
games during the season. One "Even though it may be over
for 14 seniors, it's really just
beginning," Hina said.
"I'm extremely proud of the
kids for not letting down when
things were shaky. We lost
those three first games and it
would have been so easy to quit.
We showed a tremendous
amount of pride and character
and it's a shame it had to end
but it did, as all seasons do.
-Like any year, you always
lose a bunch of kids you hate to
see go. I tried to tell them just
the other day that they are still
a part of the Tiger Den. We'll
remember a lot of good things
about them."
Combining the records of the
five teams Murray lost to, you
wind up with 35 wins and 16
losses. Here are how they
fared:
Reidland finished 7-3 as did
FOOTBALL
GREEN BAY, Wis. — Defen-
sive lineman Dave Roller, who
played earlier this year with
started off losing three con- Southern California of the
secutive games and it appeared World Football League, signed
the Tigers were heading toward a multi-year contract with the
a losing season. Green Bay Packers of the Na-
But that third game was the tional Football League.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
''I was returning from ,the
conference meeting Saturday
and the temperature was about
65 or 70 and it was hard to
realize ,,,he season was over. It
seemeSo short," said Murray
High football coach John Hina.
For the first three weeks, the
season seemed as long as a
season could be. Murray High
Murry Nigh Stedent Council Members give tickets for the Basitstiball "lip-off" Chili Sapper to Coach
Jane Fitch end Coady Cory Miller (center). The supper wM be held is the Aunty Nigh Cafelerie, Nentaber
18 it 6:30 p. ea. Tickets cost $2.00, end may be purchased during the next weak from Murray Nigh Student
Council Representatives. The Speaker will be Fred Overton, Murray State Basketball Coach.
Sale
Here's your chance to really SAVE on
BEDROOM Furniture. We offer these
suits at prices we could not afford to
continue therefore - PRICES GOOD
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Austin Peay Selected To Win
Crown, Racers Picked Sixth
Austin Peay has been nabbed
as an overwhelming favorite to
win the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship this season.
The poll of OVC coaches was
announced at the league
meeting Wednesday in Nash-
ville by commissioner Paul
Dietzel.
Seven of the eight coaches
selected the Governors as the
Exhibition Match
SEOUL (AP) — Australian
tennis star John Newcombe will
come to Seoul for two exhibi-
tion matches Nov. 21, the Ko-
rean Tennis Association said to-
day.
Newcombe will meet coun-
tryman Allan Stone in a three-
set exhibition match, then pair
with Stone for a doubles match
against a Korean team, offi-
cials said.
The matches will be played
on an indoor artificial grass
court at Changchung Gymna-
sium.
team to beat. Western Kentucky
was picked a distant second
with Middle Tennessee a close
third.
In fourth place is Eastern
Kentucky while Tennessee Tech
is fifth, Murray State sixth,
East Tennessee seventh and
Morehead has the dubious
distinction as being picked t
finish in the basement.
Four players were
unanimously selected to the
pre-season All-Conference
TO4lost Event
DENVER ( AP) — Heavenly
Valley, Calif., will bid to host
the International Federation of
Skiing World Alpine Champion-
ships in 1982, the U.S. Ski Asso-
ciation has announced.
The association awarded the
American bid to Heavenly Val-
ley over several other candi-
dates, including Aspen, Colo.,
Jackson Hole, Wyo., Sugarloaf
Mountain, Maine, and Vail,
Colo.
Henry County while Mayfield
went 9-2, Caldwell County 6-4
and Hopkinsville 6-4. Of course
Mayfield is in the State AA
Playoffs while Henry County
will be playing in a bowl game
this weekend.
"At least the people that beat
us were by all means respec-
table and had good teams. Each
year, it gets harder and harder
for a team to go undefeated."
What about next year?
"We're very excited about
next year. Of course you have to
get that tingle and sparkle
about a new year or you better
get out of the coaching business.
In the back of your mind is
always the thought of winning
another big championship,"
Hina said.
The entire backfield from this
year's 5-5 team will return
intact including quarterback
Roger Grogan and starting
runningbacks Lindsey Hud-
speth and Tony Bayless. In




Darrell Foster, Kenn Perkins,
Alvin Parham and Bob Thur-
man.
Three of the Tigers' receivers
will be back: Eddie Rollins,
Barry Wells and Randy Orr.
Some of the top offensive and
defenseve linemen will also be
back, including Dnnnie Win-
chester, Andy Ryan; Tim Lane,
David Kennedy, Timmy
Garland, David Cathey and
Frank Gilliam.
"We feel like we'll have some
tremendous experience
returning but yet as I told the
kids, each year is a new year in
many, many ways and so many
things have to fit together and
work out just right.
"Any time you can come back
with experience at quarterback,
you have to feel good."
There will be some time to
rest and then soon, the players
will go on their weight
programs and in about four
more months, we're ready for
spring football and another
year.
Team. They include Jesse
Williams of Murray, Frank
Jones of Tech, Johnny Britt of
Western and Chuck Rawlings of
Western. Also named to the
team was Carl Brown of
Eastern.
The league should be much
improved over last season and
again, should be well-balanced.
Eastern. willreturn all five Cif
its starters while Murray, Tech
and Austin Peay return four.
Middle, Morehead and Western
all have three starters retur-





Connors routed Karl Meiler of
West Germany 6-2, 6-1 to reach
the quarter-finals of the De-
wars Cup Tennis Tournament.
HONG KONG — Top-seeded
Manuel Orantes of Spain de-
feated John Bartlett of Austral-
ia 6-2, 6-3 in first-round singles
play in the $50,000 Citizen's
Tennis Classic.
Reidland Men's Store Discount
4923 Reidland Road, Paducah,
across from the Paducah Nursery at 62 g 68
898-7046
Open Sunday afternoon 1 p m to 6 p m Mon -Fri., 8-8, Sat 8-6
Large selection of Big and Tall Men's Sizes available.
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If you're hard to fit our store is the place to shop. Everything in our















FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY ON BATTERY
If battery proves defective due to electrical failure and will not hold s charge,
we will, upon return, replace it free of charge within 90 days of purchaie.
LIMITED WARRANTY
After 90 days, upon return, we will replace the defective battery with a new
battery charging only for the period of ownership. Your monthly charge for
ownership will be computed by dividing the current selling prier at the time of
return, lea, trade-in, by the number of months designated.
• Price Is Catalog Price • Delivery iied histalielion Not Included
SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE


































































































































When the going gets tough, the tough get
going. That's the first thing that came to my
mind as I watched the Calloway County Laker
girls varsity in action at the Carlisle County
jamboree last Friday night.
In their 12-minute game with highly
regarded St. Mary, the lady Lakers lost 18-12,
but a lot more went on in that game than the
score indicated.
Playing with essentially the same team as
last year, the Lakers look to have improved
133 per cent.
The Lakers may be one of the smallest
teams in the area, but their determination,
confidence, and enthusiasm will more than
make up for it.
Felicia Pinner grabbed seven rebounds in
the St. Mary game. Just a sophomore, Felkia
is already tough in the center position and by
mid-season I wouldn't be surprised if she
weren't one of the leading rebounders in the
area.
5'8" junior Lois Wilkins will probably be
seeing a lot of action at the center position.
Lois picked off some key rebounds in the St.
Mary game during a late Laker rally.
Three minutes had gone by before any
points were scored. St. Mary was first but by
the time six minutes had gone by the score
was just 6-4 with St. Mary on top.
Susie and Becky Imes, playing at the guard
positions, showed great quickness and good
defense against the bigger St. Mary team.
Well probably hear a lot from those two as
the season progresses; and it will most likely
be all good.
Patricia McKenzie led the Laker scoring
with four points. Patricia "Critter" and twin
sister Marilyn both played a tough game at
the forward spots. Plan on those two to turn
on the Laker offense.
Unlike a lot of coaches, Coach David Lanier
won't have to turn to his bench and groan.
With 15 players on the roster, Coach Lanier
could hate three first teams..
With reserves Kathy Calhoun and Rose
Russ in the game, the lady Lakers almost
pulled out a late-minute rally. The Lakers
outscored the St. Mary team 6-2 in the last
minute of play, but time ran out with the
Lakers trailing 18-12.
Other reserves that may see action this
season are: Carol Cooper, Lisa Rogers,
Renee Overby, Mimi Winchester, Melessa
Thorne, Stephanie Wyatt, and Regina Cook.
The MSU women's cross country team will
be participating in AIAW National Cross
Country Championships Nov. 15 in Ames,
Iowa.
Coach Margaret Simmons will be taking six
runners to the event which is the first national
cross country meet for women.
Senior Camille Baker, sophomores Carol
and Kathy Schafer, and freshmen Sandy
Sims, Anne Moore, and Glenda Calabro will
hope to place Murray State at the top.
"Being a young team, we don't expect to do
very well in the competition," said Coach
Simmons, "But we aren't going up there to
fool around. It will be a good experience for
the team and who knows, we've run against
most of the better teams that will be there.
They know what to expect."
Host Iowa State is the number one team in
the nation. Other top-ranked teams will be
Ohio St., Kansas, SIU, and UK. MSU easily
defeated SIU a few weeks ago and naturally
will be out to take UK.
I bet Murray High just can't wait for
seventh grader Candy Jackson to get there.
Candy scored a whopping 24 points for the
Murray Middle School girls basketball team
in their game against East Calloway on
Tuesday night.
The seventh graders went on to beat East
Calloway 50-3.
The Murray Middle seventh and eighth
graders will be in action again Dec. 1 at
Fulton City.
Kentucky's Bird Turns Into
Just A Plain Old Superman
By The Associated Press
It's a bird, it's a plane ...
well, actually it is a bird. Bird
Averitt.
Kentucky's great shooter was
flying high Wednesday night,
scoring 31 points as the Colo-
nels walloped the Spirits of St.
Louis 98-81 in the American
Baskelball Aasocisitiqg, ,
'Thad a good night," Averitt
said, "but I'm more glad we
won the game - we have so
much to prove, we're the de-
fending champs."
Not only did Averitt contrib-
ute a season-high point total to
the Colonels' victory, but Ken-
tucky's Birdman also collected
eight assists and held Spirits
guard Freddie Lewis to just
eight points - 11 below his av-
erage.
"I thought he did a tre-
Pairings Made
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. (AP)
- Idaho State will meet Pacific
and Indiana State will play
VMI in the second annual In-
diana Hall of Fame basketball
classic beginning Dec. 29.
Winners will square off at 9
pan. EST and losers at 7 p.m.
the following night at Hulman
Center.
Indiana State is the classic's
defending champion.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger 8. Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753.1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the newspaper. Calls must
be placed before 6 p.m!'
mendous job of applying pres-
sure to Lewis," said Kentucky
Coach Hubie Brown. "Freddie
had an off-night, but I think
that Bird had something to do
with it."
In the other ABA games, the
Utah Stars humbled the New
York Nets 134-114 sad the San
thc Vir-
ginia Sqtdres 144-112.
Averitt and Louie Dampier
sparked a Kentucky surge ear-
ly in the second half, leading
the Colonels to their easy victo-
ry. While the Spirits missed
their first 17 shots of the second
half, the two Kentucky guards
picked apart the St. Louis de-
fense as the Colonels won for
the seventh time in eight
games.
Dampier pumped in four long
jump shots and Averitt hit
three layups before the Spirits
scored their first field goal 41/2
minutes into the quarter.
Center Maurice Lucas scored
27 points to top St. Louis, which
held slim leads in the first half
before Kentucky pulled ahead
for a 43-41 lead at intermission.
Kentucky center Artis Gilmore
contributed 14 points and a
game-high 19 rebounds.
Stars 134, Nets 114
Last-place Utah snapped out
of a five-game losing streak as
Ron Boone scored 35 points to
lead the Stars over New York.
The Utah starting lineup played
most of the way and all five
starters ended up in double fig-
ures. After Boone, it was John
Roche with 28, Steven Green
with 21, Jim Eakins 19 and
Randy Denton 18.
Julius Erving wound up with
30 points for the Nets and Rich
Jones chipped in 24.
Spurs 144. Squires 112
George Gervin pumped in 26
points and seven other Spurs
scored in double figures as San
Antonio rolled past Virginia.
James Silas scored 22 points
for the Spurs, who held a 71-56
lead at halftime and then coast-
ed to victory in the last two pe-
riods.
Racers Go On Road To Battle
Improving Eastern Illinois
By JOE TOM ERWIN
MSU Sports Publicity
The Murray State Racers,
who beat Austin Peay 14-10
Saturday to push their record to
4-3-1, will play at Eastern
Illinois Saturday.
The game will begin at 1:30 p.
m.
Eastern Illinois has been a
late bloomer this season. The
Panthers had four lasses and a
tie in their first five games but
have won 2 and tied one since.
They have beaten Ferris State
17-3 and Missouri-Rolla 24-14,
tied Southwest Missouri 7-7 and
Western Illinois 3-3, and lost to
Northern Iowa 14-8, Northern
Michigan 38-22, Central
Missouri 23-18, and Tennessee
Tech 37-0.
The Panthers have averaged
232.6 yards total offense from
their veer attack 188 yards
rushing and 44.6 yards passing
Leading rushers are fullback
Mark Stettner with 632 yards for
a 4.6 per-carry average and
tailback Tommy Meeks with 396
yards for a 5.1 average. A third
runner, freshman Dennis
Walker had 65 yards in 12
carries Saturday, filling in for
Meeks who was injured.
The Panthers have passed
little from the veer. Freshman
quarterback Andy Vogl, who
has started the last four games,
has completed 9 of 24 for 60
yards. He has rushed for 125
yards in 71 carries.
The Racers escaped by the
skin of their teeth Saturday,
scoring their winning touch-
down with 19 seconds left in the
game. They began their scoring
drive from the Austin Peay 49
yard line with 1:21 to go after
Bruce Martin had returned a
punt 26 yards.
Tailback Larry Jones scored
from the 2. Hobbie completed 11
and 16 yard passes to Doug
Sanders and a 14-yarder to
Willie DeL,oach in the drive.
Peay was also called for pass
interference on a 6-yarder to
B.F. Behrendt.
Jones scored Murray's first
Flyers Continue With
Their Hex Over Sabres
By The Associated Press
"Do we have a jinx over Buf-
falo?," pondered Philadelphia
Coach Fred Shero. "I don't
know but I hope so.
"I don't believe in jinxes but
there must be something ..."
Shero's Flyers met the Sa-
bres Wednesday night for the
first time since the two battled
it out in the finals of the Na-
tional Hockey League Stanley
Cup playoffs last season. Phila-
delphia won that time and they
won this time too, posting a 3-1
victory. Buffalo has lost eight
times and tied once in lb last
nine regular-season meetings
with the Flyers.
"I know we can't always play
as well as we did tonight," said
&hero, "but we keep beating
Elsewhere in the NHL, Cali-
fornia whipped the New York
Islanders 5-1, Atlanta edged
Kansas City 2-1, Chicago tied
the New York Rangers 4-4 and
Pittsburgh and Washington
skated to a 6-6 standoff
There was just one game
played in the World Hockey As-
sociation and New England won
It 4-1 over Houston.
Philadelphia broke on top
against the Sabres on Reggie
Leach's goal just 45 seconds
into the second period.
Seals 5, Islanders 1
California rookie Dennis Ma-
ruk scored his third short-hand-
ed goal of the season - most
ever by a rookie - and team-
mate Gary Sabourin added his
seventh goal in the last five
games. The Islanders lost for
only the third time in 15 games
this season.
Flames 2, Scouts 1
Rey Comeau and Curt Ben-
nett got the Atlanta goals and
Guy Charron scored for Kansas
City. The Flames outshot the
Scouts 40-29.
Black Hawks 4, Rangers 4
Ivan Boldirev scored his sec-
ond goal of the game with 2:59
left to give Chicago the draw
Rick Middleton connected twice
for New York. The Hawks
haven't lost in seven games
and the Rangers haven't won 1r
four.
Capitals 6, Penguins 6
Washington's Hartland Mona-
han and Pittsburgh's Jean
Pronovost scored three goals
apiece. It was the Caps' first
point at home this season.
Whalers 4, Aeros 1
Tom Webster snapped a 1-1
tie with a goal at 3:50 of the
third period and Tom Earl and
Mike Byers added insurance
tallies as New England snapped
Houston's six-game winning
streak.
THEM PRICISIME MULAWONN'TC"InIMBES.SHAKE YOU UP EITHER.!lir,. NY Comusa4Mbs
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St. 753-2571
touchdown in the second
quarter on a 1-yard buck on
fourth down. That scoring drive
covered 36 yards in 10 plays and
was set up by a short Austin
Peay punt.
The Racers, who hadn't had a
turnover in their last two games
against East Tennessee and
Eastern Kentucky had five
Saturday-three interceptions
and two fumbles.
"Our mistakes kept us in
trouble most of the game,"
Coach Bill Furgerson said. "We
/IS , Oil mt.%) 1.F.N.Lit fr rimi-‘)
,  PORTS
Bucks Without Jabbar
Are Still Tough Team
By The Associated Press
The National Basketball As-
sociation season is young and
it's still too early to tell how
the Milwaukee Bucks will do
without Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
But if it's anything like the
past two nights, look out!
The Bucks, who traded away
Jabbar during the off-season in
a blockbuster deal with the Los
Grid Playoffs
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Here is the schedule for high
school football regional cham-
pionship games as released
Tuesday by the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association:
CLASS AAAA
Final: Dec. 5, time and site
undecided
State
Region 1: Owensboro (9-U at
Paducah Tilghman' (7-2), Fri-
day, 8 p.m.
Region 2: Clark County (8-4)
at North Hardin ( 6-5), Satur-
day, 8 p.m.
Region 3: Lex. Tates Creek
(9-1) at Lex. Lafayette (4-5),
Friday. 8 p.m.
Region 4: Ashland (11-0) at
Heights (5-5), Friday, 8
State AAAA final: Nov. 28 or
29, time and site undecided.
Jefferson County
Region 1: Winner of Friday's
Bishop David 11-01-St. Xavier
' 9-0) game vs. Trinity (7-3) at
Manual Stadium, Nov. M, 6:30
or 9 p.m.
Region 2 (District 1 and 2
playoff): Waggener (8-2) vs.
Valley ( 6-4) at Manual Sta-
dium, Saturday, 6:30 p.m.
Region 2 (District 3 and 4
playoff): Jeffersontown (9-1)
vs. Fairdale (9-3) at Manual
Stadium, Saturday, 9:30 pan.
Region 2 championship: Dis-
trict 1-2 winner vs. District 3-4
winner at Manual Stadium,
Nov_ 22, 6:30 or 9 p.m.
Jefferson County champion-
ship: Nov. 28, Fairgrounds Sta-
dium, 8 pan.
CLASS AAA
t.inals: Nov. 29, 1 p. m. at West-
ern Kentucky University.
Region 1: Franklin-Simpson
'11-0) at Henderson City 5-6),
Friday, 8 p.m.
Region 2: Madison Central
74) at Shelby County ( 10-1),
Friday, 8 p.m.
Region 3: Knox Central 5-6)
alit. Thomas Highlands (10-1),
Friday, 8 p.m.
Region 4: Belfry (7-4) vs. Ca-
wood (7-2) at Harlan, Friday, 8
p.m.
Semfinals: Nov. 22, time and
site undecided.
CLASS AA
FinaLs: Nov. 28, 11 a. in. at
erti Kentucky University.
Region 1: Green County 11-
0) at Mayfield (9-2), Saturday,
8 p.m.
Region 2: Scott County ( 10-2 )
at LaRue County (8-3), Friday,
8 p.m.
Region 3: Middlesboro (10-0
at Somerset (8-1), Friday, 8
p.m.
Region 4: Rowan County ( 9-
2) at Hazard 8-3), Saturday, 3
p.m.
Sernfttials: Nov. 21, time and
,ite undecided.
CLASS A
Finals: Nov. 28, 2 p ni at West-
Western Kentucky University.
Region 1: Tompkinsville (8-3)
at Heath (11-0), Friday, 7:30
p.m.
Region 2: Frankfort 11-1) at
Harrodsburg 110-11, Friday, 8
p.m.
Region 3: Raceland ( 9-31 at
Ludlow (9-1), Friday, 8 p ni
Region 4: Elkhorn City ( 9-2
at-Pineville (8-4), Friday.
Semifinals: Nov. 21, tune and
site undecided.
Angeles Lakers, looked like
they didn't miss the NBA su-
perstar while humiliating the
Philadelphia 76ers for the sec-
ond night in a row Wednesday,
107-84. The bad beating came
on top of a 108-81 thrashing the
night before.
"Some teams are more diffi-
cult to play than others," point-
ed out Milwaukee Coach Larry
Costello. "The 76ers play with a
certain pattern, they do have a
certain number of plays."
"Defense was the key
tonight," Costello noted . "We're
trying to develop a fast-break
attack so that Elmore Smith
can dominate defensively as
well as Jabbar."
The second straight runaway
Milwaukee victory left Phila-
delphia's Doug Collins slightly
dazed.
"We don't seem to bounce
back like we should," said Col-
lins, the 76ers' high scorer with
24 points."We didn't seem to
have fire in our eyes tonight. I
was disappointed and frustrat-
ed."
In the other NBA games, the
Atlanta Hawks whipped the De-
troit Pistons 109406; the Buf-
falo Braves downed the Hous-
ton Rockets 93-80; the Los An-
geles Lakers walloped the New
Orleans Jazz 116-100 and the
Kansas City Kings turned back
the Seattle SuperSonics 107-92.
Bobby Dandridge scored 29
points as Milwaukee humbled
Philadelphia. The lead changed
hands six times n the first
half, but the Bucks never trail-
ed after two Brian Winters free
throws gave them a 38-37 ad-
vantage with 3:57 left in the
second period.
Hawks 109, Pistons 106
Forward John Drew drilled in
27 points, 18 in the third period,
as Atlanta fought off Detroit.
Drew's scoring heroics enabled
the Hawks to overcome a five-
point deficit early in the third
period and shoot them into a
lead they never relinquished.
Braves 93, Rockets 40
Bob McAdoo scored 33 points
and picked up 21 rebounds and
Randy Smith pumped in 26 ad-
ditional points as Buffalo beat
Houston. McAdoo, who missed
Tuesday night's game against
Washington with a strained ten-
don, scored 17 points in the
third quarter to increase a one-
point halftime lead to seven, 67-
60, going into the fourth quarter
and the Rockets never caught
Lakers 116, Jazz 100
Los Angeles, behind a 33-
point performance by Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, handed New Or-
leans its fourth straight loss.
Taking an early lead and build-
ing on it until the middle of the
fourth quarter, Los Angeles
never looked back as the road-
weary Jazz could do nothing to
stop the Lakers' fast break.
Kings 107, SuperSonics 92
Scott Wedrnan poured in 28
points and Jimmy Walker
added 27 as Kansas City de-
feated Seattle. The victory was
Kansas City's first of the sea-
son on the road after four loss-
es. For the slumping Sorties,
the defeat was Seattle's fifth in
its past six games.
Sign Agreement
CHICAGO (AP) - The Chi-
cago White Sox have signed a
working agreement to contract
the Iowa Oaks in Des Moines
as a farm club, officials an-
nounced Wednesday.
The White Sox had operated
with the Oaks, a member of the
American Association in 1973
and 1974, but Chicago con-
tracted with the Denver Bears
of the same league in 1975. The
Houston Astros had used Iowa
as their farm club in 1975.
Loren Babe, the 1975 coach at
Denver, will manage the club
in Des Moines. Houston has
moved its farm operations to
Memphis and Montreal has
contracted with Denver for
next year.
managed to win by some fine
defense and a good kicking
game in the second half."
The Racer defense held the
Governors to only two first
downs the third quarter and one
in the fourth. Wes Furgerson,
who averaged 46.3 yards on 7
punts for the game, had kicks of
43, 50, 49, 46, and 53 yards in the
second half.
Sophomore tackle Jeff Boyd
had a superb game with eight
tackles and three assists. Four
of his tackles threw Peay
runners for losses. Safety Eddie
McFarland had 5 tackles, 2
assists, an interception and a
fumble recovery. Other leading
tacklers were Mark Hickman
with 7 and 2 assists, Matt
Schappert with 5 and 4, and
Larry Jasper with 6 and 5.
Guard Bill Lee graded highest
on his assignments of any of-
fensive lineman-75 percent.
Center Tony Menendez graded
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SERVICE TO COMMUNITY—Pledges from the Murray State University Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity have donated their time and labor to several community service projects in recent
days. Here the pledges are shown raking leaves at the Murray City Park
Staff Photo By David Hill
BLOOMFIELD HTLLS, Mich.
AP ) — The 13-year-old son of
a top General Motors executive
was reunited with his family to-
day, some 55 hours after he
was abducted from outside his
home. Police said the boy's fa-
ther paid a $150,000 ransom to
guarantee the youth's safe re-
turn.
Bloomfield Hills Township po-
lice said Timothy Stempel, son
of Robert C. Stempel, was "fa-
but alert" when he
w$lked into the Wayne County
'cal Cent*" shortly after 11
pin. Wednesday and called his
parents.
;Young Stempel was abucted
frpm outside his home in this
exclusive Detroit suburb at
about 5:30 p.m. Monday. At no
time during the negotiations for
ransom did the abductor give
any evidence the youth was
alive.
Word of the abduction leaked
to the news media Monday
night, but the story was with-
held at police urging for fear of
endangering the boy's life.
Lt. Don Zimmerman of the
Bloomfield Township Police De-
partment said police had not
questioned Timothy exten-
sively. He said that would be
dene later today.
"The most important thing
since this incident began has
been the safety of the boy,"
Zimmerman said. "His parents
have gone through a great or-
deal."
Zimmerman would not say
where investigators were pin-
pointing their search for the
kidnapers but said technicians
were at work trying to discover
clues.
The successful dropoff of the
ransom, which police said
came at 8:24 p.m. Wednesday,
followed an abortive attempt
earlier in the day.
Stempel, director of engineer-
ing at the Chevrolet Motor Di-
vision, followed "complicated
and critical arrangements" to
make the payoff, police said.
He went to a designated spot —
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) _
The state Board of Education
planned to meet this afternoon
to investigate charges that
some education department of-
ficials violated the state merit
system law, and Supt. of Public
Instruction Lyman Ginger said
the session would continue late
into the night if necessary.
He commented Wednesday
when asked whether he would
meet the personnel board's Fri-
day deadline requiring him to
take action against those who
allegedly violated the law.
The personnel board is sched-
uled to meet Friday afternoon
in special session to take up
whatever recommendations are
made by Ginger.
Ginger said seven persons
would be called to testify today
by the board. He said the hear-
ing would be closed to the pub-
lic if any of the officials to be
questioned asks to speak in pri-
vate.
under tight police surveillance
— and waited for three hours
after receiving a phone call at
10:53 Wednesday morning, po-
lice said. However, he received
no further instructions and re-
turned home.
Then, police said, a second
telephone call at 7:30 Wednes-
day night disclosed more de-
tails and Stempel dropped off
the $150,000, which was picked
up at 9:12 p.m., police said.
The first word Timpthy had
been abducted came three
hours after the boy vanished.
In the first of a series of tele-
phone calls, a male voice told
Stempel he would have to pay
$150,000 for his son.
Stempel told the abductor
Tuesday he wouldn't be able to
get the money because banks
had closed for Veterans Day.
Police said Stempel asked if his
son was all right but was told
only, "You'll have to trust me
man."
Township Police Chief Robert
L. Snell said the abductor em-
phasized Timothy's life would
be jeopardized if police were
called in. The chief said he was
"amazed" and thankful at the
cooperation he got from the
press.
Stempel, in a brief appear-
ance outside his house, also
thanked newsmen for their co-
operation in safeguarding the
youth's return.
Willard Ails, R.Ph., phar-
macist at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital,
will speak to the young
people and deliver the
keynote address of the com-
bined audience of youth and
adults at the youth rally at the
State Street Church of Christ,
Bristol, Va., on December 6.
He will also teach a Sunday
morning Bible class of all ages
and speak at the morning
worship services at the church
on December 7. His subject
will be "Drug Abuse." While in
Bristol he has been invit d to




Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
The state Board of Eduation
riginally had decided to con-
duct its own investigation, be-
ginning today and ending Satur-
day. But the personnel board
said it would act on its own un-
less Ginger made recommenda-
tions by Friday morning.
The personnel board began an
investigation last spring after
the Associated Press reported
that some employes in the edu-
cation department had been
asked by their supervisors to
buy tickets to a $10 bean sup-
per to support the candidacy of
Dr. James Graham for superin-
tendent of Public Instruction.
The merit system law forbids
solicitation of political contribu-
tions from state workers cov-
ered by the merit system.
Personnel Commissioner Cat-
tle Lou Miller said the probe
determined that some officials
did violate the law for their
roles in ticket sales.
She said Wednesday that ac-
tion "could be taken against
seven and possibly eight
people." She named them as
James Melton, an assistant su-
perintendent; E.I. Palmer,liivi-
sion director of surplus proper-
ty; T.O. Thompson, division
director of buildings and
grounds; George Rush Jr., divi-
sion director of computer serv-
ices; Gayle Bowen, division di-
rector of finance, and James
Daniel, division director of ad-
ministrative services. She said
Louis Yandall, formerly direc-
tor of the division of public
transportation, now retired,
also allegedly was supplied
tickets.
"They all violated one or
more of the statutes of the
state merit system law," Miss
Miller said.
After the state Board of Edu-
cation failed to take action and
announced on Oct. 22 it would
conduct its own investigation,
the personnel board asked for
an attorney general's opinion





to take action against the em-
ployes.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Martin Gla-
zer said the personnel board or
Miss Miller could ask the attor-
ney general to file suit against
Ginger or against employes
who allegedly violated the law.
He said the board also could
withhold certification of pay-
rolls for those allegedly in-
volved and finally, that the
matter could be referred to the
commonwealth's attorney in
the district where the alleged
violations occurred.
"lbe personnel board has re-
flected up to this point that if
Lamar Clothing
Designed by Carl Hearts
FREE
Shirt & Tie
with the purchase of any
Lamar Vested Suit •
Friday 8 Saturday, November 148 15
The Store For Men
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10-6; Fri. 10-0; Sat. 10-6
Bel-Air Shopping Center
the board of education does not
act the personnel board will
act," Miss Miller said.
The report on the personnel
department's investigation said
the education officials admitted
they had been given tickets by
Melton and had made them








Lush, heavy Saxony Plush of 100% Celanese Fortrel!!:,
Dense heat-set yarns that combine beauty and perfor-
mance. Designed to go with any style furnishings in
living room, dining room, bedroom, den. Bright luster
finish in 50 Heritage colors,
colors designed to coordi-
nate perfectly with Classic
99 and Style Perfect paints.
All at 13.00 off per sq. yd.
STYLE PERFECT* LASTING IMPRESSIONS
Multi-colored, multi-textured carpeting from the Style Perfect
Line. High shag areas, contrasted by glistening low loops of
high luster nylon. Designed to
prevent shedding and piling,
made for lasting beauty in even
the most active home.
, This Sniiinvin-
voliami COM..any
II s so easy to shoe at •
sownstri-wimersi olloormino







STYLE PERFECT* CALM BREEZE
A Saxony Plush from the Style Perfect Line. Both solid and
tone-on-tone colorations, to enhance any room setting. Heat.
set pile yarns for long wear.
Cleans easily. Beautiful and
practical.
ENDS NOVEMBER 22
Newt The best latex wall paint Sherwin-Williams ever made. Covers better,
more scrubbabie, too, than any wall paint we've ever made. So tough and
long-lasting, you can even use it on wood trim. In 679 beautiful colors, for
any room in your home.
Satalactak azunotted This latex waft paint is the re-
sult of estenehre research and testing by This SherwM-Wittlems
Company We guarantee your setisfaction In the use of this
product. or your purchase price wit' Si refunded
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The Seven Seas Seafood story began on December 3,
1969. Guests consume nearly a ton of seafood each week
- a figure that continues to grow. Seven Seas has a
reputation for maintaining the highest standards in the
seafood and restaurant industries. Since we opened, our
partons have shown what seafoods are most pleasing to





Yes We Can Really Please
507 N. 12th 753-6025
their tastes, and these foods are represented on our
menu. Foods are processed and prepared in our own kit-
chen. Seven Seas thanks you for visiting with us and is
happy to prepare for you the finest in food. We are
grateful for the opportunity to demonstrate our service
and hospitality.
ikakusLaik
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
;Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts
Private Breakfast, luncheons, Dinners
Fine Italian Foods
Luncheon and dinner mice.
Private dff,ng rooms by reservation.
Old Favorites NEW CAMDEN Hwy.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
Uich.Lob 01 Sp PHONE 642-6113
menu THURSDAY- Chinese Chop Suer. Ees Foe Yowl Sweet and Sow Pock.
galled Hem FRIDAY: Italian Baled latagoo. Italian Spaghefti. White Fisk. Cat
fish SATURDAY Mexican flicheladat and faun. Swiss Wei SUNDAY Roast
Beef an Ars. chidem keel Roflips EVERYDAY. Spanish Omelet, All Dinners
served Relish hay. Sean Soot and kw Mode Dried with every Done!'
Betty and Bill
Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8
For the FItiat
in Steak & Seafood
*Fish *Seafood *Steak *Lobster *Chicken
641 North Open 11 a. m. Mon.-Fri. 4p. m. Sat. & Stm.753-4141
The Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Delicious Omelets 1409 Main St 753-7541
Open 7 Days a Week
Ham & Cheese Bacon Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!
Friday Special
All the Catfish with
all the trimmings
Free Homemade ice cream with this special order
Rudy's Restaurant
'ourt Square
Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Cooked lust the Way You Like Them
•
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Evidence is increasing that Dr.
David Mathews, the 39-year-old
former president of the Univer-
sity of Alabama who now heads
the Health, Education and
Welfare Department, intends to
tone down HEW's enforcement of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act. At least
three recent developments point
in that direction.
The most obvious one involved
North Carolina. Secretary
Mathews personally intervened in
behalf of Gov. James Holshouser
and UNC President William
Friday to soften opposition by
NEW's Office of Civil Rights to
UNC plans for a veterinary school
at N. C. State.
Previously, HEW officials had
threatened to invoke the Civil
Rights Act by cutting off all
federal aid to higher education in
North Carolina because a
veterinary school at N. C. State
would not further desegregation
in the state's university system.
Another indication came from
the Justice Department. J.
Stanley Pottinger, the assistant
attorney general for civil rights
and a former head of HEW's Civil
Rights Division, told a reporters'
seminar in Washington.. .that "the
pressure is off" for heavy en-
forcement of civil rights,
especially in cases involving
busing to achieve desegregation
of Northern school systems.
He added that HEW's civil
rights arm might even be disman-
tled or assigned other duties
because its area of jurisdiction
has been reduced. "The pressure
that existed with regard to the
need for faster, quicker, more ef-
ficient action in the South does not
exist any more," he said.
The third development, an-
nounced last week, reinforced his
prediction. It was a policy change
by HEW's Civil Rights Division,
relaxing orders that 16,000 public
school systems keep detailed
records on disciplinary measures
taken against students.
The record-keeping
requirements were part of HEW's
efforts to insure that race was not
a factor in the expulsion of studen-
ts for disciplinary reasons. 'The
records showed that most studen-
ts expelled were usually black,
Puerto Rican or Mexican-
American.
These developments did not oc-
cur because race is no longer a
problem in the public schools, or
because busing is no longer
necessary in the North, or
because North Carolina's univer-
sity system is complying with
civil rights laws. They occurred
because pressures within the
Ford Administration demanded
them. That merely postpones the
national effort to insure equal op-
portunity for all Americans.
-Charlotte (N.C.) Observer
Garrott's Galley
Alaskan Halibut, King Crab,
Caribou And Moose Sausage!
By M. C. Garrott
For an outsider to be totally accepted in
Murray, they say you've either got to play
golf, play bridge, hunt or fish. I play golf.
I'm desperately trying to learn bridge. But
a hunter or a fisherman, I'm not.
That's why I was so pleasantly surprised
recently when Sal Matarazzo invited me to
a fish supper. It was being given by that
regular group of golfers to whom I refer as
the "dirty dozen" — Boody Russell, J. D.
Rayburn, James Rudy Albritten, Sam
Spiceland, Joe Dick, Roy Stark, Jim
Diuguid, Matt Sparkman, Dr. Crit Lowry,
Cook Sanders and Matarazzo. They're
always getting together for some kind of a
supper and story telling.
I went, and seldom have I enjoyed
anything more. I almost made myself sick
over-eating. I was glad Dr. Lowry was
there. The fish, it turned out, was a rare
treat. It had been caught in Alaska by Jim
Greer, now assistant to Dr. Marshall
Gordon, dean of the College of En-
vironmental Science at Murray State,
while he was a school superintendent on
the Aleutian Peninsula. There was halibut,
king crab, salmon as well as sausage made
with caribou and moose meat.
Jim, who was raised on the Webster-
Union County line near Sturgis, holds two
degrees from Murray State. After getting
his undergraduate degree in 1968, he went
to Alaska as a principal of a school on the
Aleutian Peninsula.
He hadn't been there long before the
superintendent of the district left, and he
was asked to fill in. The following spring,
he was appointed superintendent of the
district, which has about 1.000 students.
It was while living there that he caught
the fish and killed the meat he served at
the supper. "The Aleutian Peninsula," he
said, "is one of the most fertile fishing
grounds in the world. Massive fleets of
Russian, Korean and Japanese fishermen
off shore constantly and often come into
King Cove, the little port near where we
lived, for supplies."
The Aleutian people, known as "Aleuts,"
speak English, are self-reliant and very
proud people, and he enjoyed working with
them until 1974 when he came back to
Murray, earned his master's degree in
administration and supervision and was
named assistant to Marshall Gordon
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Understanding Drug Abuse
A new booklet for 4- to 6-
year-old children is aimed at
helping prevent drug abuse,
yet it contains no information
about drugs!
Instead, it strives to help
children grow up with a
healthy view of themselves
and the world they live in.
In the long run, that may
be the best way to prevent
drug abuse, according to the
authors and the distributor,
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse.
Super Me. Super Yo is the
title of the new bilingual chil-
dren's book. From cover to
"Super Me"
+++++
Outside of Joe Tom Erwin's red snapper,
I don't believe I have ever eaten anything
more delicious than the halibut and king
crab that Jim served that night.
Frozen and packed in ice in camp
coolers, it all had been brought to Murray
by Jim when he came back to school. It's
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Heatth. Education, and Welfare
cover, every game, lesson,
story, or activity is presented
in both English and Spanish
The aim is not only to make
the publication useful to chil-
dren who speak either lan-
guage, but also to begin to
teach them about the differ-
ences among people Color il-
lustrations also show children
and adults of all races and
ethnic backgrounds
But why no information on
drugs?
Knowing the facts does not
guarantee that people won't
abuse drugs, educators have
learned. Also, the amount of
drug information which a
pre-schooler or kindergarten
student can understand is lim-
ited. Hence, instead of pre-
senting oversimplified or, in-
complete information about
drugs, Super Me, Super Yo
focuses on areas which should
have a more significant im-
pact on children at this age
"We believe, along with
most people who work in drug
education, that children are
less likely to grow up to abuse
drugs and do other things that
hurt themselves and others if
they feel good about them-
selves, know how to make
sound decisions, and can un-
derstand and express their
own feelings," a guide that
accompanies the booklet ex-
plains.
The guide is for parents,
teachers, or anyone else who
wants to use Super Me, Super
Yo with a child or children.
For a copy of Super Mc
Super Yo, and the accom-
panying guide, write to the
National Clearinghouse for
Drug Abuse Information, Box
1706, Rockville, Maryland
20850.
Let's Stay Well 
Toward More Healthful Behavior
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
During a checkup, especially if
it is a routine visit or if the ex-
amination is for a condition con-
sidered to be casual, it is a saber-
ing experience to a patient to be
told by a physician that the
results show serious findings and
that the chances are the patient
will live only a short time.
After an explanation of the un-
favorable results, the patient
often will listen attentively to the
physician and express deter-
mination to do everything possi-,
ble to make the best of his re-
maining days The fact that they
now are known to be limited
makes them appear evenanore
valuable than before
When the clinical findings are
abnormal but less serious, the
4
physician and the patient may
not have so complete an unders-
tanding. The effects may be less
dramatic because there is less
resolution to set about to correct
the troubles
More physicians are finding
that the use of specific informa-
tion which permits them to show
the patient the dangers if he lçtts
the findings go uncorrectld
helps hirn to gain insight and set
about to correct the abnor-
malities where possible For ex-
ample, it is preferable to show a
45-year-old person who is 20
pounds overweight a chart
which, compares the death rate
of those who gamy this extra.
poundage to the death rate of
persons who.. are normal in
weight. Such a specific illustra-
BLASINGANI F.
tion gets better results than and the media.
merely telling the patient to
reduce his weight. Q. Mrs ER. wonders what
Such an example raises the happened to liniment It was a
serious question of how the stand-by for her grandmother
public can be stimulated , for
more healthful behavior. Liniments go back tar
beyond the time of your grand-
mother and are still very much
in use. Their value is questiona-
ble. Although they contain an in-
gredient that warms the skin.
this warmth probably does not
penetrate to the joints and mus-
cles. The rubbing action stimul-
ates the circulation and give a
feeling of warmth Whateverdoing more to modify our life relief liniment seems to bring
styles could be benefiaial.--eseid. no doubt 'be otitartertFrinPerhaps greater educational a hot bath, massage and rest
efforts are needed by the health Excessive use of liniment can beprofessions, schools, churches irritating to the skinr
,
Accidents, obesity, faulty diet,
excessive use of alcohol, smok-
ing, lack of. exercise, and con-
tamination of the environment
are habit-related and often life-
shortening, in addition to con-
tributing to lowering the quality
of life.
Pinpointing such risks and
only a one-day flight from Anchorage to
Evansville with a stop in Chicago. That's
moving on!
The king crab, he explained, was caught
at a depth of 60 fathoms 1360 feet) in a fish-
baited pot resting on the ocean floor. One
of his prize king crabs, a 16-pounder, was
mounted and sent back to Dr. Evelyn Cole,
one of his teachers now retired. It is on
display in the invertebrate museum at
Murray State.
The halibut was caught on a trot line.
-The best eating halibut," he said, "are
fish weighing from 10 to 30 pounds,
although some have been caught weighing
more than 400 pounds." The king salmon,
which he served in steaks, weighted 47
pounds with its tail cut off.
J++++
Jim did most of his fishing in Alaska
from a 42-foot "gill-netter" boat, and you
would be surprised at the fishing time they
got in. The climate is moderate with the
temperatures about what it is in Murray
during the winter. "The rains and the
winds are something else, though," he
said. "They can get pretty miserable and
stay that way for long periods of time."
An avid outdoorsman, Jim also told of
digging butter clams on the beach "just
like digging potatoes." Ducks and geese
hunting was "fabulous" as the area is
perhaps the greatest staging area for these
two waterfowls in the world. It was nothing
for him to see as many as a million ducks
at one tim at the Isenbec National Game
Preserve there.
The Alaskan brown bear also is hunted
extensively. "There are so many of them,"
he said, "they've become a nuisance." A
friend of his killed one which stood more
than 11 feet tall, just short of the known
record. Jim managed to kill one 9 feet tall.
Its skull is in the display case at the
Murray State Biological station on Ken-
tucky Lake.
+++++
Jim's contribution to the Alaskans
wasn't all book larnin'. He taught them the
art of smoking salmon, something they
had never done before. "I smoked some
with driftwood and alder branches," he
said, "and it caught on, I guess. Now
everybody up there is doing it."
Jim's treat with the fish was just one
such supper this close-knit pack of fellows
get together and enjoy from time to time,
always with J. D. cooking up a pot of his
highly-seasoned white beans.
Cook Sanders is the dove provider. Matt
Sparkman specializes in squirrels. Sal
Matarazzo is the rabbit man, and now Jim
has joined the group as the exotic fish
man.
It's real living to sit down to one of their
spreads and to just sit back and listen to
their story telling—some true, some
questionable and few publishable. It's
great fun!
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
WANTED: $25,000 REWARD
My name is Queenie and I am 1/2 year:
old. I'm not really a wanted criminal and
there certainly is no reward for my cap-
ture, but the way I titled this article was
the only way I knew of getting your
complete attention. You see, I am an
unwanted dog with no home. I am staying
with some kindly people who are
desperately trying to find a good home
with me.
Let me tell you a bit about myself. As
you can see, I am no beauty. However, my
coat is healthy and glossy and its color is
away from town. If you think you would
like to have me as your pet, please contact
me at 753-4307.
Isn't It The Truth
My wife was in hospital for six hours as
an outpatient for an operation on her toe.
We put in a claim for $25 on our hospital
insurance policy. It was our first claim
over the 10 years we had paid a total of
$4000 in premiums on the policy. -Nothiag
doing," replied the insurance company.
"Although she was in a bed in a room in a
hospital, she was listed as an outpatient.
We pay claims only for inpatients." A case
of splitting a hair to escape splitting the
expense, which latter is what insurance
policies are supposed to be all about.
Bible Thought
Thou art worthy, 0 Lord. . . for
thou has created all things, and
for thy pleasure they are and were
created. Revelation 4:11.
Even as man ought to enjoy God
and His created world, so God
enjoys man and His creation.
Today In History
By The 4ssorlaterl Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 13, the 317th
day of 1975. There are 48 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1956, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that segregation of the races
on public bimes was unconstitutional.
On this date:
In 1794, President George Washington
sent an army into Pennsylvania to sup-
press an uprising by frontiersmen, known
as the Whisky Rebellion.
In 1834, California adopted a state con-
stitution.
In 1918, the Republic of Austria was
proclaimed.
In 1941, in World War II, the British air-
craft carrier, Ark Royal, was torpedoed
and sunk in the Mediterranean, and only 18
of the crew survived.
In 1942, the Pacific War naval Battle of
Guadalcanal began. It turned into a defeat
for Japan.
In 1961, the Congo government asked the
United Nations to help restore law and or-
der in rebellious Katanga Province.
Ten years ago: The cruise ship, Yar-
mouth Castle, sank after catching fire 110
miles east of Miami, and at least 89 lives
were lost.
Five years ago: West Germany and
Poland agreed on a treaty fixing the Oder-
Neisse line as a border.
One year ago: The head of the Palestine
Liberation Organization, Yasir Arafat,
told the U.N. General Assembly that his
organization's goal was a Palestinian state
that would include Moslems, Christians
and Jews.
Today's birthdays: Actress Jean Seberg
is 37 years old. Actor Alexander Scourby is
62.
Thought for today: A nail is driven out
by another nail; habit is overcome by
habit. — Erasmus, Dutch scholar, about
1466-1536.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, early in the Revolution,
American troops under General Richard
Montgomery occupied Montreal in their
invasion of Canada.
that of golden honey. I have been spayed
and have had all of my shots. I am a gentle
dog with an even disposition and rearely
lose my temper with anyone. My previous
owners did not want me so I have been
passed from one person to another until
the Humane Scoiety heard about me and
took me in.
It is necessary that I have a home out
10 Years Ago
The Scotties of Glasgow took the
regional football championship last night
from the Murray High School Tigers by the
slim margin of 14 to 13. Co-captains of the
Murray team are Tony Thomas and Arlo
Sprunger.
Three new professors of music have
been added to the faculty of Murray State
College. They are Harold Lee Blair, violin
and music literature, Larrie N. Clark,
voice and theory, and Dr. James Wood-
ward, piano.
A special film, "In His Name," will be
shown at the Family School of World
Outreach at the First Christian Church,
according to Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten,
director.
In basketball the Calloway County
Lakers beat Hickman County 70 to 31 and
College High Colts lost to Cuba 57 to 51.
New officers of Woodmen Grove No. 126
elected at the meeting were Robbie
Paschall, Celia Crawford, Ruth Lancaster,
Katie Overcast, Kathleen Patterson,
Carman Horton, Murl Robertson, and
Mackie Hubbs.
20 Years Ago
Approximately $250 worth of items were
taken from Provine's Drug Store in Hazel
sometime last night by a person or persons
who entered by breaking a glass on the
rear door, Sheriff Brigham Futrell said.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Thomas
Hendon, age 48, Murray Route Five, and
Simp Erwin, age 93, Mayfield.
Bro. W. D. Medearis, minister of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, has
been named to the 32nd annual lectureship
at Harding College, Searcy, Ark.,
November 14-17.
Forty year membership pins in the
Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle were
presented to Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T. Wells
at their home by Mrs. Goldia McKeel
Curd, state past president.
Officers of the Murray Training School
4-H Club are Judy Grogan, Glinda McNutt,
Brenda Wilson, Barthela Jo, Wrather,
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Celebration
November 20-21-22
Kwik Pik No. 39.
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*FREE
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10 Bags of Groceries
to be given away
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I Guest speakers at the Murray
Lions club regular meeting held
'Tuesday evening at the Murray
Woman's Club House were Miss
Vickie Cunningham and Miss
Sharon Wyatt of the Murray
Vocational Education Center.
Miss Wyatt gave a brief
history of the vocational school.
She said since it started
operation in the fall of 1973 with
184 high school students and 30
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Vocational Students Are Speakers At Lions Meet
and Health occupations, it has
grown to 263 high school
students and 64 post secondary
students.
Programs of study offered
Juniors and seniors from
Murray and Calloway High
Schools are major appliance
repair, auto mechanics, auto
body, carpentry, business and
office, and DE. Miss Wyatt said
three youth organizations at the
center are Distributive
Education Clubs of America
( DECA ), Vocational Industrial















































40U CAN'T 60 TO NEEDLES
FOR THANK5644N6..,40U'LL
GET LOST IN ME DESERT 1,
Future Business Leaders of
America FBLA).
Miss Cunningham gave a
brief report on the structure of
FBLA. She said members learn
how to compete honorably with
their colleagues on the local,
state, and national levels, how
to hold offices and direct the
affairs of the group, and how to
work with others in a
Democratic society.
The FBLA national project
has been the March of Dimes.
Locally the chapter works with
the Red Cross Drive and Heart
Fund along with other various
civic clubs and organizations.
The speaker said vocational
preparation is most important
in the department and in FBLA.
The local chapter also received
the Gold Seal Chapter award of
Merit this past year which only
ten per cent of the chapters in
the United States can receive.
Miss Cunningham pointed out
that the members not only enjoy
working with people in the
community, but also enjoy
visiting offices and listening to
speakers explain about office
routines and procedures.
Persons desiring more in-
formation on the program may
call Mrs. Brenda Nix or Mrs.
Martha Crawford at the
vocational school.
Dr. C. C. Lowry, present zone
chairman of the Lions Club,
installed Tim Scruggs, Tommy
Reid, and Tom Holcombe as
new Lion Cubs. Past zone
chairman Joe P. James
presented Dr. Ken Winters with
the one hundred per cent Past
President's pin.
Guests of the club were
fourteen members of the Fulton
Lions Club. In attendance and
guests of Lion Rex Thompson
were Larry Barlett, landscape
architecture of Murray State
University, and guest of Robert
Martin was Don L,eet of
Shackelford, Goode and
qOU'LL BUMP INTO A
CACTUS! IF YOU BLIMP NAT
BANANA NOSE OF YOURS
INTO A CACTI15, 4OU'LL BE
IN REAL TROUBLE!
THE CAVELANOS MONSTER
FOLLOWS THE TRAIL, OF
MUSHROOMS
Thurman.
In the absence of Vice-
President Thomas Shirley, Lion
James Lawson, director of the
Vocational School, introduced
Mrs. Martha Crawford and
Mrs. Brenda Nix, instructors of
the vocational school, as his
special guests.
Macie Hanary Tucker, for-
merly of Paducah, a musk
education major at Murray
State University, will present
her senior French horn recital
on the campus on Sunday,
Nov. 23.
The recital will begin at 2
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle fine Arts
Center.
Mrs. Tucker, who is a mem-
ber of both the Symphony
Orchestra and the Brass Choir
at the university, is the
treasurer of Sigam Alpha Iota
professional music fraternity
for women. She is also a
member of Kappa Delta pi
honorary education society.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Doug Flanary of the







Sharon Wyatt, left, and Vickie Cunningham of the Murray
Vocational Education Center spoke at the meeting of the
Murray lions Club held Tuesday at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
The honor roll for the first
grading period at Murray High
School has been released by
Principal Eli Alexander. The
following students have
achieved a standing of 2.50 or
better in a possible 3-point
average: Seinors
Kate Apperson 2.80, LeeAnn
Boone 2.75, Bill Boston 2.80,
Lindy Briciwell 2.67, Debbie
Chilcutt 2.80, Bruce Clayton
2.80, Phyllis Coleman 2.60,
Debbie Cunningham 2.60,
Vickie Cunningham 3.0,
Tammy Curd 2.78, Marla
Daniel 2.78, Jeff Dunn 3.0,
David Frank 2.60, Leslie
Furches 2.80, Cindy Gould 2.50,
Gary Hainsworth 3.0, Todd
Harrison 3.0, Mark Homra 3.0,
Dawn Hornsby 2.75, Brenda
Hough 2.78,
Lisa Jones 2.80, Monroe Jones
2.75, Tarpley Jones 3.0, Jack
Lile 2.60, Sally Matarazzo 3.0,
Judy McCuiston 2.60, Mickey
McCuiston 2.56, Bo McDougal
3.0,Donna McNeely 3.0, Cheryl
Mitam 3.0,
Van Mott 2.50, Jan Outland
2.56, Peggy Piech 2.50, Jim
Pinkston 2.80, Debbie Rhodes
2.60, Beth Richardson 2.75,
Sarah Ross 3.0, Sharon Steele
2.60, Becky Thornton 2.60, Kim
Trevathan 2.75,
Bob Wilder 2.80, Donna
Ford Selection For New Justice
Could Tip Balance On High Court
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pres-
ident Ford's choice of a succes-
sor to retired Justice William
0. Douglas could tip the ideolo-
gical balance on tile Supreme.
Court as it faces such crucial,:
issues as the death penalty.
Douglas, 77-years old and
partially paralyzed since last
Dec. 31 by a stroke, retired
Wednesday, telling President
Ford what had become increas-
ingly obvious to observers of
the nation's highest court.
•'I have been unable to shoul-
der my full share of the bur-
den," he wrote after a decision
which court officials said was
reached alone in the privacy of
his chambers. He said he was
retiring effective immediately,
bringing an end to history's
longest Supreme Court career.
Ford, who as a congressman
attempted five years ago to im-
peach Douglas, saluted him for
service "unequalled in all the
history of the court."
Douglas had been a Supreme
Court justice since April 17,
1939, when he was sworn in fol-
lowing his appointment by
President Franklin D. Roose-
velt and nearly unanimous con-
firmation by the Senate.
His court service eclipsed by
two years and two weeks the
-previous record set by Justice
Stephen Field, a Californian ap-
pointed by President Abraham
Lincoln.
His retirement could pave the
way for appointment of the
first woman justice, and femin-
ist groups with avowed support
of First Lady Betty Ford are
expected to mount a strong
drive for such an appointment.
Women who have been men-
tioned include Shirley M. Huf-
stedler of Los Angeles, a judge
of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals; Carla A. Hills, secre-
tary of housing and urban de-
velopment, and three from
Ford's home state of Michigan.
The Michigan women who
have figured in speculation are
former Rep. Martha Griffiths,
U.S. District Judge Cornelia
Kennedy of Detroit and State
Supreme Court Justice Mary
Coleman.
Despite growing demand for
a woman appointee, Atty. Gen.
Edward M. Levi is expected to
be a strong contender also.
Levi would give the court its
first Jewish justice since Abe
Fortes resigned in 1969. Before
that there had been at least one
Jewish member of the court
continuously since appointment
of Justice Louis D. Brandeis in
1916.
Although he has long been re-
ported to be interested in an
appointment to the high court,
Levi was discouraging such
speculation Wednesday night.
Another man who has been
mentioned as a possibility is
Sen. Robert P. Griffin, R-Mich.,
but Senate sources said Griffin
has indicated he would recom-
mend naming a woman.
The constitutionality of the
death penalty is the central is-
sue in one of eight cases the
court was unable to decide last
term, apparently due at least in
part to Douglas' illness.
Douglas voted with the ma-
jority in 1972 when the court
struck down the then-existing
capital punishment laws be-
cause they gave too much dis-
cretion to judges and juries.
The question now is whether
the 34 state laws passed since
then suffer from the same de-
fect.
Audit Completed Recently Of
U. S. Gold Hoard At Ft. Knox
FT. KNOX, Ky. (AP) — The
U.S. Gold Depository at Ft.
Knox may not have any pluto-
nium, but it does contain either
approximately $6,200,000 in
bullion or $21,130,000 in gold
bars.
Which depends on whose fig-
ures you use to price the nearly
150(m) million fine troy ounces
of gold the U.S. Treasury De-
partment has stored in the
treasure chest installation
southeast of Louisville.
The lower figure is arrived at
by the government when the
fine troy unit price of $42.22 is
multiplied times the amount of
gold. But this same gold, if it
could be sold on the open mar-
ket, would have gone for $143.40
cents per troy ounce today.
The government bases its re-
port on a recent audit of the
depository — the first made
since 1953.
But William L. Humbert,
head of the Bureau of the
Mint's internal audit staff says
thcy will be made more
frequently in the future, possi-
bly once a year.
Humbert has denied all re-
ports that dangerous nuclear
materials are kept in the depos-
itory's inner vaults, the rumor
WBS circulated in a news letter
Originating in Washington.
"I'm tired of that rumor,"
says Humbert, who is respon-
sible for internal security at
Knox and four other depos-
itories in New York, Denver,
Philadelphia and San Fran-
cisco.
He said the bureau is now re-
sponsible for the, management
of about $11,300,000 in gold,
with 55 per cent of it being held
in 13 sealed compartments at
Ft. Knox.
Humbert says when the in-
ventory was made at Ft. Knox,
"we counted more gold bars
Mat we did in 1953.- Dr& prang-
now call for us to go in about
once a year and audit a quan-
tity of it"
The committee which made
the audit opened three com-
partments and counted and in-
spected 91,604 bars. From a
random sample of all melts in
the three compartments, the
committee weighed 95 melts to
the 100th part of a troy ounce.
The weights and physical
characteristics of all gold was
compared. In addition, a bar
from each melt weighed was
assayed to verify the gold's fit-
ness.
The committee also reported
that the Mint's controls over
the gold is adequate but noted
that security at one depository
could be improved.
Humbert says the criticism
was not leveled at Ft. Knox,
but he declined to identify the
depository. He claimed that
was classified information and





MADRID, Spain I AP - The
condition of Generalissimo
Francisco Franco worsened
further today, the Europa
Press news agency reported,
and Prince Juan Carlos de Bor-
bon, the acting chief of state,
was called to his hospital.
Premier Carlos Arias Na-
varro also was summoned to the
hospital along with leading
members of his cabinet.
e A medical bulletin at 7:30
a.m. reported internal bleeding
during the night but said this
had been brought under con-
trol. But Europa Press sail re-
liable sources at the clinic told
it that Franco, already in an
extremely grave condition, had
taken a_tarther turn A.g. the
worse.
Franco's long month's jour-
ney into night has astounded
even his own medical team.
particularly the one in Ken-
tucky, will be notified in ad-
vance that they are about to be
audited.
The building is surrounded by
a steel fence, has a reinforced
guard box at each of the four







achieved record sales during
the first six months of the fiscal
year. Sales of $12,191,189
marked an increase of 14.9 per
cent over the same period last
year. Net income reported for
the six months was $245,545 or
42 cents per common share.
Additionally, the board of
directors declared a regular
semi-annual cash dividend of
three per cent on the out-
standing preferred stock of the
corporation.
During the quarter, I3egley's
opened a new 8,500 square foot
drug store in Frankfort. Ken-
tucky and their sixth Big -B"
Dry cleaner in Tallahassee,
Florida. The company now
operates 41 drug outlets in
Kentucky and 59 Big -B" Dry
Cleaners located in Illinois,
Iowa, Tennessee, Florida,
Missouri, and Kentucky. The
company also operates B & B
Equipment and Supply Com-
pany, a wholly owned sub-
sidiary. B & B is a wholesaler of
dry cleaning equipment and
supplies.
The company has its central
offices and _distribution center
ii Itcfirrairid, rerituckY. It is a
publicly held company with its
stock traded in the over-the-
counter market
Williams 3.0, Sue Windrum 2.80,
Lisa Winters 3.0.
Juniors
Chuck Adams 2.78, Pat
Baggett 2.78, Mary Barnett 3.0,
C,atina Beasley 2.56, Paul
Clayton 3.0, Melinda Cochran
2.56, Teresa Cunningham 2.75,
Ken Farley 2.71, Debbie Gad-
berry 2.87, Jackie Galloway 3.0,
Denise Gilbert 2.50, Anne
Gregory 3.0, Steve Hancock
2.56, Sonia Johnson 3.0, Mary
Ann Jones 31:1, Mary Ann Kurz
3.0, Mary Ann Littleton 3.0,
Cheryl Matthews 2.50, Randy
May 3.0, Lisa McDaniel 2.50,
Cindy McManus 2.89, Deanna
McMillen 10, Chris Mon-
tgomery 3.0, Beth Outland 2.75,
Julie Outland 2.63, Emily
Porter 2.63, David Roberts 2.50
Sherry Runyon 3.0, Tom Shuns
3.0, Janet Smith 2.67,
Roger Smith 2.78, Teresa
Smith 2.75, Ricky Taylor 2.56,
Melody Travis 3.0, Greg
Vaughn 2.75, Steve Wanger 3.0.
Larry Watkins 3.0, Barry Wells
2.56, Debbie Wilson 2.75.
Sophomores
Jill Austin 2.80, Donna Bailey
2.64, Beth Boston 2.83, Sherry
Crawford 2.82, Debbie Darnell
2.80, Kathy Fenton 2.78, Greg
Garfield 2.80, Frank Gilliam 3.0,
Joe Grasty 3.0, Kent Harmon
2.80,
Andy Harrell 2.75, Tim
Harrell 2.64, Jerome Higgin-
botham 2.60, Delores Honchul
3.0, Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen
Jackson 3.0, Bruce Jay 2.80,
Claude Johnson 2.80, Gina Jones
3.0, Michelle Kelly 2.60,
Craig Klein 2.80, Kathy May
3.0, Tammy Melton 2.60, Carol
Montgomery 3.0, Tammy Rice
2.64, Michael Russell 180,
Dana Shipley 2.64, Mickey
Spann 2.60, Kim Tibbs 2.82,
Share Toone 3.0, Lisa Watson
2.80, Bill Wilson 3.0.
Freshmen
Howard Boone 2.56, Mitzi
Cathey 2.64, Janette Cooper
2.60, Don Hays 2.56, Vincent
Heise 2.60, Jerry Kelly 3.0, Jeff
Kursave 2.82,
Michael Kurz 2.82, Gena
Lovett 2.82, Dana Mansfield
2.64, Angela McClure 2.60,
Sharon Outland 2.56, Stacy
Overbey 3.0, Mike Pitts 2.64,
'terry Smith 2.82, Stacy Stalls
2.82, David Stripling 2.64,
William Taylor 3.0, Laura
Watkins 3.0, David Willoughby
2.64, Mark Young 2.78.
Five representatives of
Murray State University were
among about 3,000 scientists
and educators from industry,
government laboratories, and
colleges and universities who
attended the recent 27th
Southeast-31st Southwest
Regional Meeting of the
American Chemical Society in
Memphis.
Attending were: Dr. Marshall
Gordon, dean of the College of
Environmental Sciences; Dr.
Pete Panzera, chairman of the
Department of Chemistry; and
Dr. Harry Conley, Dr. Joseph
Hendon, and Dr. Melvin Henley,
associate professors of
chemistry.
Conley presented a paper at
one session entitled "Deter-
mination of Equilibrium
Microconstants for the First




That paper described an
experiment, which has par-
ticular application to students
in medical and allied health
fields, developed for un-
dergraduate chemistr.
laboratory courses and used at
Murray StAte for the past five
years.
Conley also presided at a
meeting of the Division of
Chemical Education during
which 11 papers in the field of
chemical education were given
by educators from seven
Southeastern and Southwestern
states.
A total of 539 papers in all
areas of chemistry and
chemical education were
presented during the three-day
meeting, which drew par-
ticipants from 29 states, four
foreign countries, and the
District of Columbia.








WAYS TO 98 PER CENT
NEW YORK (API — The
New York City Opera played to
an all-time high of almost 90
per cent capacity business dur-
ing its fall season of II weeks
it the• New York- State 'Meat*. -
A company spokesman says
that the spring season's sub-
scription buying promises to be
one of the company's best.
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n and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-1916
















4 HOMES I4 loomemernors is the gown
ern will be given the op-
portunity to base new Car-
tooned Solid Vinyl Noose Siding
appfied to their hone will op-
tional der:arrive wadi at a very
lair cost. This onasing sew
pronct hes captured the in.
terest ef kenteewe•rs
tisrmeglion the dated States
who ore fed up with constool
panting end ether nwiertenenc•
costs. It will lest y•• •
Menem* and provide* fed is-
soigne* winter sod sommer, es
well es firs protection. Ow mew
product can be used over every
type of haw. Wailing from*,
concrete bled, asbestos, stuc-
co, etc. It cows in a choice of
colors sad is new Ong to he in-
trados'.d te the Calloway Coo-
ty area. Your knee con be a
showplace in the county and we
will make it worth your while if
we cam es. your bowie for ad-
vertising. For in appointnnent,











Morning, Noon or Evening
6 Help Wanted
SERVICE STATION man
must be experienced in





packing product; full or
part time. Apply in person
at 310 Main; Hawaiian
Tropics; Don Faughn
Ent; Inc.
AUTO BODY repair man,




in a second income or part
time employment? Call
753-0034.
NEED SOMEONE TO stay
days, about 6 hours with





openings for night time
WAITRESSES and Kit-
chen Help. Starting
Wages $2.05 per hour. -
.15 per hour increase af-
ter 6 weeks training. AP-



































Buy Your Christmas Boots
Gifts Early
While




Nature has a good
selection
Shoe of Bicentennial
Womens & Mens Boots for the





Roots & Shoes For Ever) k [way Under The Sun .
,-• Boot & Shoe Dept. .- Sloe Repair Dept.
i obrutocaam, 

















Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line, .. 753-NEED

















lire N. Porker ond %men 1
Porter d-ls-e American Allen(
Ilreedcwiters, triodereil se ap-
plication fee s contruction per-
mit for a Milo snindard broad-
cast irtation for Winn, Kew
tvcky on October 14, 1975. The
fucifities reunited or, 1130
KNZ, 250 watts daytime, chess
II. Pm proposal trensititter
site is 1 mile fest of Mown, eft
Nighirey 94, oppreximotely 100
ft South. The proposed rower
ri 195 ft overall height shove
wooed, with studios being
loaned on Smith 12th Street.
Aran of the spoliation is on
file et Shekelleed, Gene sod
Doreen Acct. SOT Mane
Street, Murray, Kentucky. end
is everierble for public inspection
awing moral tipsiness hems.
5. lost And Found
'LOST MALE, Red Irish
Setter, collar-tan, black
flea collar, rabies tag
from Warner Animal
Clinic, Murray. Two
years old, lost Saturday




Phone 247-5123 or 247-3735.
LOST RED IRISH Setter, 6
' months old. Name is
Joshua. Has choke chain
and flea cortiKori. -$25110








houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's






Many in stock to choose
from. Any size built to
order. Protect your lawn
and garden tools. Buy a
storage building now.
Prices will never be
lower. We will be closed
for the seasons from
November 15- 1975 to
March 15, 1976. Hick's










The sooner you call,




14 Want To Buy
MOBILE HOME, all
electric. Call 753-8216
after 5 p. m.
OR RENT, heavy duty belt
sander with vacuum
attachment. Call 436-2289
after 5 p. m.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
.Delivered tollenton. Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles For Sale
MODEL TRAINS, Lionel
and Ho Scale. Sales and
service. Call 753-6855 or
753-7570 after 5 p.m.
LESPADis 9 HAY. Call
474-2302.
"NEVER USED anything
like it,"-says users of Blue
Lustre carpet cleaner.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big x, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
FOR LONGER wear keep
carpets clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent eleectric
shampooer $1. Western
Auto, Hume of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".
LOVE SEAT abolit 100
years old, white enamel





twin head board, $20. Two
adjustable metal bed








for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
11.
BALDWIN PIANOS and









16' II AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
FOR SALE, 30 pieces, 5







DIAMOND wedding band, 
all papers $500.00. Call
492-8417.
10 and 20 GAL. aquarium,
all accessories and fish.
Call 753-2496:
21" BLACK and white TV.
Chair and foot stool. Call
753-2611.
HOME COMFORT wood
burning cook stove. Good
condition. Call 753-2987.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 291.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143, Sale price




brass, Welt and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-












WASHER AND dryer. Call
753-6719 after 5 p.m.
SEVEN PIECE smoked
glass dinette set. Six










Including bush hog. Call
753-2527.
I NEIV IDEA two row pull
t51)e), corn picker. 753-
1455.
1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition. Call
474-2321.
1971 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
25 TV Radio
RCA PORTABLE stereo
record player with stand,
four speed new diamond
stylus, mint condition.
Call 753-3811 afte, 5:00 p.
m.
23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals in-
cluded. External PA jack.
Phone 753-6753.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






1973, 12 x 65 Savannah
mobile home, 3 bedroom,
total electric, all set up
and underpinned. Call
498-8419.
27. Mobile Home Sales
ii x 55 TRAILER, located
at Stella in Gambles
Trailer Ct. Fully fur-
nished, new carport,
3000.00. Reason want to
relocate. Call 753-5078, if
no answer call 3284649.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1904 MODEL 10 x 50 with 4
x8 expansion living room,
$1,400. Also 2 bedroom 8
ft. wide trailer. Call 753-
5980.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILERS. One 10' two
bedroom and one 12' two
bedroom. Call 753-4171
days, 753-9867 after 8.
TRAILER FOR rent all
carpeted, central heat,
washer & dryer and water
furnished. Call 753-2669.
12 x 50 AND 12 1 10 all
electric, recent model
mobile homes. Both have
central heat with air
conditioning. One, two
bedroom and one, three
bedroom. Located con-
veniently in Riviera Cts.
Call 767-4055, after 6p. m.
Deposit- required:-
TWO BEDROOM - mobile
home, single occupancy,
garbage pickup and water
furnished. $65.00. 753-8216
after 5:00 p. m.
31 Want To Rent
MSU PROFESSOR and
wife with two young
children desire to rent
three bedroom home in
Murray beginning
January 1, 1976. Write
with details before Nov.
24th to V. Vandegrift, 1102
N. Estholme Ave.,
Bloomington, IL 61701.
SMALL HOUSE or twp
bedroom apartment,
furnished or partially
furnished, in town. Call
753-0888 or 753-0600.





bill paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at
120.00 per month. Call 753-
8668.
16 FT TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
Farm Equipment 7' Ford




Clubs, one complete set
and bag, Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 Wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 4374733.
1973 16 FT. MARK Twain




1975 DELTA PRO BASS
beet. gialataigriocatorv.,
trolling motor, power
V. Call 753-3932 or 
753-
after 4.
32. Apa,tments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer, dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Patio. $150.00 per month.
Call 753-7550.
FURNISHED APART-





ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer, dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Patio. $150.00 per month.
Call 753-7550.
THREE BEDROOM house
In country. Call before 9p.
m. 7534942.
34. Houses Foi Rent
LARGE 2 bedroom, den,
living room, dining room,
kitchen, utility and bath.
Drive in basement
garage. Central air and
heat. Inquire at 1606 W.
Main.
NICE 2 BEDROOM, fur-





Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and
open heifers. Call 901-247-
5487. Rex Robinson.
38. Pets Supplies
TWO MCC registered Toy
Poodles. Also 8 com-
partment cage. Call 753-
9349.




GARAGE SALE Sat. Nov.
15th 9 a. m.-5 p. m. at 314
S. 15th. Nice clothes,
coats, games, puzzles,
and books. Everything
priced under $10.00. 753-
5068.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday at Hazel. Look
for sign at railroad
tracks.
RUMMAGE SALE at the
American Legion Hall
Sat. from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Real
cEstate
By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Are Damages Tax Deductible?
As a homeowner, ex-
penses from damage or im-
provements may affect your
income taxes. For instance-
damage to your house from,
say, fire or windstorm may
be partially deductible ass
casualty loss. After sub-
tracting insurance com-
pensation, deduct $100 for
each accident and the
remainder can be claimed as
a tax deduction.
improvements, such as a
porch, garage, finished
basement and so-on cannot
be deducted. However, they
can be added to the cost of
the house when figuring
profit on the sale. So, keep
good records of such ex-
penses. Try to preserve can-
celled checks and receip' ted
bells. They will help sub-
stantiate the figures if
necessary.
rm just scratching the sur-
face here. If tins situation ap-
ples to you, I suggest you
contact your nearest In-
ternal Revenue Office for a
copy of their pamphlet No.
530 'Tax Information on
Deductions for
Homeowners". It may save
you some money.
If there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PLADOM &
TH1JRMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray.





17 ACRES - Top notch development property, owner
financing available.
FACULTY APARTMENTS - Great investment
retuen.call 753-4342 for details.
LOTS - to fit your dream house, all locations, prices
from $800-$13,200.
WELL CONSTRUCTED - 3 bedroom brick,
lakefront, privacy too!
EXCLUSIVE LOCATION - Year rounder on the
main lake. Shown by appointment only.
PERFECT STARTER FARM - Good acreage,
remodeled farmhouse and privacy all included at
$35,000.
IN THE CLEAN-UP BUSINESS? Move to this
location or collect rent. $300 monthly for 8 stalls;
duplex at $150.00 per month.
BEAUTIFULLY TRADITIONAL - home with log
exterior; fascinating interior. Call us to view. Must
be seen to be appreciated!
LIMITED EDITION - Superior quality home with
all extras, even includes burglar and fire alarm.
MINI FARM - In beautiful condition, 5 acres, out
buildings with all comforts for your stock. Call 753-
4342 for details.
YOUR BUSINESS CAN'T MISS - In this location,
brick building and acre on 641 N.
35 ACRES close to the lake at $8750.00.
535 ACRES - Approx. 420 tendable - 95 per cent fen-
ced. Call for location and apt. to view.
COTTAGE - in Panaroma Shore, sale can include 2
extra lots and some furniture.
YOU MUST SEE - this house to appreciate it! Three
bedrooms, 144 baths; nicely decorated and features
reasonable heating costs anti spariou.s floor plan.
e
V-Antr....crAratftriragrtocated 2.6 miles' nor-
th of Kirksey. Hurry! This won't last long'
COMPACT HOUSE - And 4 acres at only $10,600.
Can be either 2 or 3 bedrooms. ve,
LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOME - Features many ex-
tras and unusual design. Call 753-4342 for more in-
formation.
CLOSE TO TOWN - Comfortable 3 bedroom home
with 25' x 30' shop and garage apartment presently
rented for $75 mo. Many unusual features and
owner will help with financing.
FIRST TIME OFFERING - Cedar Se brick home on
Ky. Lake access canal. All extras even down to the
trash compactor. On circle in Lakeway Shores.
Call for details 753-4342.
60 ACRE TRACT - With good Highway frontage.
Good for farming or business development -121 S.
JUST LISTED - and a bargain for some lucky
family! Spacious and in good condition. Some ex-
tras are apple orchard, beautiful lot and only 144 mi.
from town. Let us show you - it can't last long at the
price!
LOVELY SETTING - Farm with 60 acres and a
large home. Needs a family to enjoy it. Owner will
consider lease-purchase option.
COZY 3 bedroom brick and frame on Pottertown
Road and situated on acre lot. Good investment
potential.
INCOME PRODUCER - and a lovely home are all
included at the low price of $25,500. Own.-T says his
highest heat bill for both thc home, nd pr.vate apar-
tment upstairs was $28.00. Call for an appointment
to view!





Monday-Friday: 8-5, Saturday: 8-12
Doe hide 753-1930; Sherry Fraecti - 1534153
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tC .4%6. X 3IE" 310
FOUR PARTY carport
sale, typewriter, baby
furniture, like new, an-
tique furniture, clothes
for infants, children, men
and women, glassware,
toys, arts and crafts,
suitable for gifts. 9 to 5
Friday and Saturday, 1629
Hamilton Ave.
GARAGE SALE, 824 North
19th, 7 a. in. to 6 p. in.,
Saturday, November 15.





GARAGE SALE, 309 North
7th Street, Friday 8:00 a.
In. to 4:00 p. in.
BARGAIN BARN, 13th and
Main, every Saturday, 9-
2. New shipment from
Paducah; some antiques.
GARAGE SALE. 9 a. in.
Friday and Saturday, 712




toys etc. Thursday and
Friday, 9 to 4 p. m. 101
Clark Street, Murray.
43 fir,-11 F t;ite
CUSTOM HOMES built on




FOR LISTING AND selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12gh, 753-8080 or






Moody, 753-9036, B. B.
Hook, 753-2387.
ALMOST NEW HOME in
Camelot Estates, now
reduced to a low $34,500.
Offers 3 large bedrooms, 2
spacious baths, central
heat and air, fireplace,
beautiful carpet and
drapes. Call to see this
home today. Mafia
Realty Co., 206 South 12th
Street, 753-3597.
ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom house on large
wooded lot near Carter
School. Newly decorated
inside and outside. Large
living room, dining room,
bath, kitchen and extra






payments are lower than
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only








The Calloway County Board of
Education is requesting bids for
property insurance coverage on all
its buildings and contents.
Specifications are on file in the
Board's office, adjacent to the
Calloway County High School, on the
College Farm Road, Murray, Ky.
All bids must be in the Board's of-
fice on or before 12:00 noon, Decem-
ber 1, 1975. The Board reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.
AUCTiON
Saturday, November 15, 10:000. m.
This wow is to settle the estate of 0. S. "Dwell"
Gropes. Sale Location Old Pettertovna-freo Moray
tyke 94 East 2 Idles to 210 at East Y Grocery thee
south to Harpers Oratory (Watch for enctioa signs).
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
Frostless refrigerator (nice), electric range, 18,500
BTU air conditioner (Sears), large freezer (chest
type), drop leaf table with 4 chairs, Sears oil por-
table heater, (never used), chest of drawers, por-
table sewing machine, woodheater (Warm Mor-
ning), lamps, rockers, coffee and end tables, lots &
lots of pots-n-pans (pressure canner, sausage mill,
food chopper), plus much more!
ANTIOUES-N-MtIMMYES
Oak dresser with bevelled mirror, dining room
table with 4 chairs, buffet, and serving table, glass
top coffee table, stove, crocks-n-churns, kraut cut-
ter, camel back trunk with drawers (good shape),
dinner kettles, flat irons, chifferobe, handmade bed-
spreads, and many quilts (wedding ring, windmill,
grandma flower garden, to name just a few),
depression glass ('open rose' pitcher), clear preser-
ve stand, pictures-n-frames, just a partial list!
AUTOMOBILES-a-GUNS
1960 4 door Bel Air Chevrolet car (automatic V-8).
This would make a good second car to drive to work
or that fishing hole. J. C. Higgins (Sears) 12 gauge
pump shotgun, Roger 72 cal. automatic pistol.
FARM EQUIPMENT-N- TOOLS
1950 model (or later) Ferguson tractor, runs and lif-
ts good, 5' bush hog (hardly used), 2 sets of 2 bottom
plows, 1 drag type disc, International Cadet 60(6 h.
p.) riding lawn mower (like new), 5 h. p. tiller (good
condition), skill saw, electric drill, 1/4 h. p. Craf-
tsman grinder (like new), and boxes of wrenches
and tools, too numerous to list, plus the fact that
everyday something is being "dug out."
This "Country" Sale will be one of those sales
"something for everyone." We even have an elec-
tric fruit jar washer - that's what I said, so if for no
other reasoh come on by, enjoy the sale with us and
see what a fruit Jar washer looks like.
Executor: Thomas Rushing
Leach Available




Cal. Owl's Starks Col. Paul Starks
523-95.52 -• - 5274591
Licensed- Bonded-Insured
Sew do, some don't, the ones that does are
pleased that they did - so, give us a try.
43 Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycathore has five
licensed and bonded sales
porsonnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
came by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
BRICK HOME 360 ft.
frontage on Highway 94
East about nine miles of
Murray, three large
bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room with fireplace, built-
in kitchen, living room
and dining room,
recreation room, central
heat and air. Double
garage, carpet
throughout. Only $48,000.
Pmsession in 30 days.
Good two bedroom home
in Stella on Highway 121,
city water, gas heat, large
lot, nice shade, near
church and grocery. Ideal
for retired couple. Only
$10,750. Posession in 30
days. Galloway Insurance
and Realty, Phone 753-
5842.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of., Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
ily Ovum
3 or 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
split level, on approx.





square feet one mile




Real Estate and Auction
service, with experienced
personnel, contact
Wilson's office at 202
South 4th Street, across
from the post office or call
753-3263 anytime, day,
night and holidays.
44 Lots For Sale
LOTS FOR SALE in Pine
Bluff Shores, overlooking
Kentucky Lake, other lots
In Marshall County. Good
trailer location. $895.00
part finance by owner.
Please call 753-9504.
LAKE PROPERTY for
sale near Paris Landing,
100 x 200 wooded lot with
private well and garden




area. Good lake access
road. Call after 5 p. m.
901-232-8252.
45 Farms For Sale
70 ACRES, 2 miles East of
Farmington on Highway
121. Three bedroom
mobile home. 50 acres
tillable. Call 345-2502.
Farm For Sale
229 Acres, Seven room
house 8 miles west of
Paris Tennessee
Call 753-3934
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER. Three
bedroom trick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between




V S ••• - .loos .••••.••
• en lin Vora. *Ow S o•Kals.
/145
" NOT BAD, CONSIDERING 'WE DOV'T
ADVER115E
46 Homes For Sale
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spain
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call





bedroom, lin bath, air
condition with gas heat.
Large fenced lot with
storage building. 313
South 10th Street. $21,500.
Call 753-0756 after 6 p. m.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms,
1/2 baths, Magnolia
Drive. Fully carpeted,
large family room, dining
area, utility, double
carport. Trees and
shrubs. Low 30's. Call 753-
2485.
FIVE ROOM house, one
acre ground in Almo,
Kentucky. Call 753-4597.
HOUSE ...AND LOT, good
location ih growing
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
water, new pump, new
carpets, all electric,
furnished. $12,500. Route







$20,000. Call 7534074 or
753-1311.
47 IVInrcrcycle.s
500 MACH 111 Kawasaki
priced to sell, call 753-0853
or 753-0153.
1973 YAMAHA MX MI,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
075 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
48. Automotive Service
SET OF 15 inch, Rocket
mag wheels, fits all
General Motors cars. Call
753-6555.
SIX CYLINDER Ford
pickup truck motor fits
model 65 and up. 240 CID.
$85.00. Call 753-9660.
49. Used Cars& Trucks
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 7534963.
1971 BUICK LeSabre, 4
door, power and air. Call
753-0720.
Auction Sale
Saturday, November 15, 10 a.m. at
the late Arlie K. Beach home
place. 21/2 miles northwest Kirksey
on Beach Road.
wc. sok ef ignitor* end appinesces, leaded with
antique iteats. Nice electric range, living roes end
bedreen• fend/ere, small appliances, Wasps, piety,*
Cremes, old wardrobe, rood oh &sing table, ample
dining mem suit, mend tep trunk, tin deer pie safe,
fancy eight day owls deck, 44 diner hell, stens
jars, jogs and churns, wash kettle, his. pet, tee ho-
d*, fiat boas, Aladdin end heroes@ leaps, oaths sad





435-4128 or 435-4144, Lynn Grove.
49 Used C3tS & Trucks
1958 T-Bircl, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New tires. All way above
average. Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
492-8165.
1968 CAMARO, Rally
Sport, air, power steering
and brakes, automatic,
red with black vinyl top
and black interior,
Cragar maga. Also 1974
Volkswagen Super Beetle,
yellow with black in-




Station Wagon, air, radio,
all power, 753-0883.
1969 TOYOTA Crown
Deluxe, 4 door. 37,000
original miles. Four






1110 T-Buitt, fun power
and air. OH stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
753-8161.
1968 BUICK Sky Lark - low
mileage, fair condition,
$500.00. 753-7913.
1974 CAMARO, power and
air, navy blue with white
vinyl top Call 753-3670
after 5 p. m.
1968 EL CAMINO. Ex-
cellent condition. 307
motor. Automatic, power








condition. Call 753-2733 or
753-2922.





engine, good gas mileage.
$650.00. 753-4862 after 4 p.
m.
1973 GRAND PRIX, power
steering and brakes, tape
player, cruise control.




PICKUP truck, va ton,
power steering and
brakes. 350 h. p. one
owner. Call 7534995.
1996 442, 4 speed, mags,
new brakes, air shocks.
Sharp. Call 492-8332.
1968 GRAND PRIX, 2 door
hardtop, new battery,
excellent condition.
Asking $475.00. Call 492-
8332.
$72 OLDS 98 Luxury 4 door
sedan, all Power with AM-
FM stereo and tape deck.
Low mileage, one owner,
at less than book price.
Call 753-5564.
WTI VW BEETLE. Call
MAIO.
DM FORD TRUCK. 11/4
ton. Good transmission,
rear end and tires. Bad
motor. Call 753-459e.
49 Used Cars & TruCks
1173 CHEVROLET, 12 foot,
flat dump, 2 ton. Call 753-
7370.
50 Campers
22 FT. FULLY self-
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows




TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.
WILL PUT plastic under
houses to keep down
moisture. Also small
carpentry jobs. Call 753-
1603.
 GENERAL BACKHOE
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, wcalr. Gravel and WI) soil.
Coachman, Trail Star, Call 4354896 or 436-2308.
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east









patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum




bush hogging, Call 436-
2540.















No jobs too snail. Call







Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-











Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING








TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job 753-8343
EXPERIENCED, will stay
with elder people. Day or
night. Call 435-4169.
MARRIED GIRL will do
baby sitting in her home
from 7 a. m. 4 p. m.,
Monday through Friday.
Call 7534180 after 5 p. m.
STUD SERVICE,
registered American
Eskimo dog. Phone 753-
8355 from 9 to 4 after 4 call
4354111.
I WILL DO baby sitting in
my home. Call 753-6163.
WILL DO BABY sitting in
my home, 12.50 a week,
also ironing 20 cents a
garment. Come by 101
Clark Street Murray.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of










work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
54 Free Column
FREE PART Collie pup-
pies. Call 753-7143.
FREE TWO 3 month old
puppies. Mixed breed.
One is black and brown,
the other is brown and
white. Call 753-7869.
FREE PART COLLIE
puppy. Seven weed old.
Desperately needs a good
home. Call 753-4307 after
5.
FREE FEMALE adult cat.
Grey with dark stripes
and spots of orange. Call
753-3994.
FREE PUPPIES, at Dog
Pond, located on Poor
Farm Road near Fisher
Price. Call 4364628.
















• 50 Watts (I .P.P.) Solid State
• Built-in 8-Track Tape Player • FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio
• Deluxe BSR Record Changer with Diamond L/P Stylus •
45 RPM Adaptor
• 8 Speaker "Duocone" Audio System
• 2/4 Speaker Matrix Switch
• Jacks for Rear Speakers
• Mediterranean Styled Cabinet with Center Lift Lid, Finished
to Match Walnut Veneers
• Dimensions: 60" W x 25" H x 18" 0
"Lay Away now for Christmas
Check our Price, Quality &
Service
Folks, it's important to buy where





LOOKING FOR A HOME TO GET SETTLED
IN FOR THE WINTER? WE HAVE SOME
REAL FINE BUYS READY FOR OC-
CUPANCY: MAKE THE DEED TODAY
AND MOVE IN TOMORROW.
LOCATED IN BAG WELL MANOR SUB. We have a
large 3 bedroom brick that has been reduced in
price $2500. It has extra large den, large kitchen
with range, dishwasher, disposal, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage With electric door opener, Carpet, Central
heat & air, large patio, it is vacant, NOW PRICED
at $38,500.
LOCATED IN KINGS130R0 just listed *3 bedroom
brick with central heat & air, carpet, 2 baths, utility,
carport, large family room with range, dishwasher,
disposal and vacant $33,750.
A CHEAPER HOME located on Calloway near
University, has 2 bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
bath, garage, fireplace, priced at $12,500.
LOCATED APP. 6 miles south of Murray, a 2
bedroom house only 2 years old, large kitchen
dining area with beautiful cabinets. Carport, air
conditioned, large shady lot OWNER will finance
with 20% down 81/2% Interest, No Closing COM
$19,000.00.
ON NORTH 8th Street we have an extra large house
with aluminum siding, 2 baths, gas heat. Lot 80 by
450 ft. $13, 800.
WE HAVE ONE of the most beautiful homes in town
located in Canterbury Estates. Has 5 bedrooms, 3
baths, 2 car garage, formal dining room, large rec.
room in basement, beautiful carpet, central beat
and air. This is an ideal home for a large family,
owners will consider any reasonable bid. Possession
with deed.
ALSO LOCATED IN CANTERBURY Is this new 4
bedroom house with 21,4 baths, central heat and air,
beautiful den with fireplace, formal dining room,
eligible for the $2000 tax refund, priced at $49,500.
LOCATED ON South 4th Street across from Fine
Station is this 4 bedroom frame house located on
large commercial lot 126 x 258 and priced at $17,500.
EXTRA NEAT 1 -Tiedroorn frame house with
aluminum siding located on 13'02 acres of good land
has over 1300 ft. of paved rd. front it is vacant
possession with deed, has several outbuildings.
671/4 ACRES OF land near lake over 40 acres crop
land priced at $25,000.
100 ACRES OF land with over 65 acres crop land
listed at $54,000.
LARGE 3 bedroom brick on 1 acre lot located near
North El. School has 8 rooms, extra large den, has
plenty of room for those coon dogs and garden,
owner will consider any reasonable bid.
JUST LISTED on 641 South over 5 acres of land with
over 900 ft. road front, $10,000.
ALSO LCOATED on 841 South we have a 2 bedroom
brick on 1 acre lot, has full basement and is vacant
possession with Deed. $23,000.
A 21 ACRE farm with large farrowing barn, hog fen-
ce, extra nice frame house, good tobacco barn,
stock barn and other outbuildings, good ponds and
well, priced at $30,500.
LOCATED ON SHERRI LANE is this extra nice 3
bedroom brick with one of the very nicest kitchens
in town, has range, dishwasher, disposal, entrance
hall, fireplace, central heat and air, patio, garage, 2
baths, paved drive, lot 86 by 210 ft. owner will really
sacrifice take a look and make a bid.
_
LOCATED NEAR farmers cove a large shady lot
with water and septic tank for $1500.
THE ABOVE LISTINGS ARE only a few of the
Good Buys you can find at Roberts Realty located at
S. 12th Street at Sycamore. We have 6 full time sales
people to serve you. We are members of Multiple
Listing we can show you anything listed in county.
Come by or call ROBERTS REALTY 753-1651.
Hoyt Roberts _ 753-3924 lean Bennett - 753-2590
Ray Roberts - 753-5583 Edna knight - 753-4910
Lela Parker _ 7534086 Anna Requarth - 753-2477
T. C. Collie - 753-5122
412 South 12th St. Phone 753-1651
iii





Word has been received of the
death of Joseph Treamon
Elkins of Newport, Ark., who
died Friday at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Term. His death at the age of 63
was due to a massive heart
attack.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Wilma Ray Elkins, Newport,
Ark.; one daughter, Mrs. Betty
Elkins Brown, and two grand-
sons, Joey and Charley Brown,
all of Hawkins, Texas; six
sisters, Mrs. Pearl Pendergrass
and Mrs. Opal Morgan, both of
Murray, Mrs. Zelrna Thomp-
son, Mrs. Verba Waddell, Mrs.
Cassie Sullins, and Mrs. Geneva
Sullins, all of Memphis, Term.;
one brother, Roy Elkins,
Jonesboro, Ark.; two aunts,
Mrs. Lillie Jackson and Mrs.
Hettie Henson of Marshall
County.
Funeral services were held
Monday at the Jackson Funeral
Chapel, Newport, Art.
Attending the funeral from
Murray were Mrs. Pearl
Pendergrass, Mrs. Opal
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Connie




Of Donald C. Alley
Peter S. Alley, father of
Donald C. Alley, Sr., 1207 Doran
Road, Murray, died Wednesday
at a hospital in Greensboro, N.
C. He was 73 years of age and a
resident of 2705 Pinecroft Road,
Greensboro.
The deceased retired in 1968
as a salesman with the Fuller
Brush Company after thirty
years of service. He was a
member of the Shannon Hills
Chapel Church, Greensboro,
where he had served as an elder
for thirty years.
Mr. Alley is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Rosetta Rice Alley,
and one daughter, Mrs. Carolyn
Autry, Greensboro, N.C.; three
sons, Donald C. Alley, Sr.,
Murray, Joseph S. Alley,
Raleigh, N. C., and Alvis A.
Alley, Greensboro, N. C.; one
sister, Mrs. Ida Barhan, and
one brother, Mack Alley, both if
Greensboro, N. C.; nine
grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled Friday at three p. m.
at the Shannon Hills Chapel at
Greensboro with J. Eddie Sch-
wartz and H. G. MacKay of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Guilford Memorial Park there.
Visitation will be at the Hanes
Lineberry Vinstory Street
Chapel, Greensboro, N. C., from





Mrs. Effie Laycock died
Wednesday at three p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 89 years of age and the wife
of D. C. ( Boss) Laycock who
died March 26, 1962.
The deceased was a member
of the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. Born January 4, 1886, in
Ballard County, she was the
daughter of the late Leonard
Thompson and Martha Jane
Williams Thompson.
Survivors are one foster son,
Robert Barrow of Paducah, and
several nieces and nephews
including Bill Thompson, Euel
Kirnbro, Mrs. Ruble Thurman,
Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby, Miss
Merle Kimbro, Mrs.glinis
Hutchens, and Mrs. 'Willie
Sanders, all of Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Paul
Welch officiating. Burial will be
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.




The funeral for Mrs. Ambie
Lee Craig of Paris, Term.,
widow of Roy H. Craig, is being
held today at two p. m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, with Bro.
Ewing Stubblefield officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery.
Mrs. Craig, age 81, died
Wednesday at 12:15 a. m. at the
Henry County Nursing Home.
She is survived by one son,
Henton Craig, and one grand-
daughter, Miss Martha Craig,
Paris, Term., and one sister,




Funeral services for Mrs.
Lena Smith are being held
today at two+. m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Johnson
Easley and Rev. Gary Mohler
officiating and Alton Swift
leading the song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
David Beane, Luther, Don,
Hoyt, and Lawrence Swift, and
James Harris. Burial will be in
the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Mrs. Smith, age 91, widow of
Calvin Smith, died Wednesday
at 1:05 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. One
brother, Headley Swift of
Benton Route Three, near
Kirksey, along with several




Rev. Laurance ( Buddy) Russ,
co-director of the Reelfoot
Rural Center and pastor of the
three churches in a group
ministry in that area, will be the
guest speaker at a special
service at the Goshen United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
November 16, at 6:30 p. m.
The co-director will show
slides of the work there and will
also have a display of the crafts
the people at the center make to
sell in the store there.
Miss Elaine Eversmeyer of
Murray who with several other
members of the youth group at
the First United Methodist
Church, Murray, spent a week
in the summer of 1974 working
at the center, will also be at the
service and speak of work
there.
Rev. Bill Hart, pastor of the
Goshen and Lynn Grove United
Methodist Churches, will speak
on the subject, "The Art of True
Giving," at the worship ser-
vices at 9:30 a. m. on Sunday at
the Lynn Grove Church and at
eleven a. m. at the Goshen
Church.
The public is invited to attend
all services of the church and
especially the special service on
Sunday evening at Goshen
Church, located on Mayfield




A Neighborhood Party For
Harris will be held at 9 p. m.
tonight at the home of Mrs.
Emily Wolfson at 310 North 14th
in Murray.
At 10 p. m., former Senator
Fred Harris of Oklahoma, an
announced candidate for the
Democratic presidential
nomination, will be speaking to
the nation on CBS Radio.
The purpose of the neigh-
borhood parties across the
country is to raise financial
support for the grassroots
campaign of the Populist
Democrat, who was in 1972 the
National Chairman for the
party.
Last spring, Harris was in
Murray and spoke at the annual
Insight Lecture Series.
All Fred Harris supporters
and other interested persons




Is Moving To The
.Murray Barberihop -
South 12th Street




The regular monthly Com-
munity Continuing Nursing
Education Meeting will be heln
Monday, November 17, at 7:30
p. m. in the conference room of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The speakers for the program
will be Dr. Clegg Austin and
Mrs. Marsha Dale, R. N. Their
topic will be on "Cystic
Fibrosis."
Dr. Austin is a pediatrician
associated with the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic and on the
medical staff at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. Mrs.
Dale is a graduate of Murray
State University School of
Nursing and was the recent
chairman of the cystic fibrosis
drive.
All community and hospital




Prices of Stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, funusbed to the Ladiee &
Times by First of Mictivm. (am, ud
Murray, areas follows:
U.S. Homes 4% um
Kaufman & Broad II% -t"..
Ponderosa Systems 10% + N
Kimberly Clark 37% -4-'4
Union Carbide NIS 4- L.
W . R. Grace 25% -'11
Texaco Kt% one
General Elec 49% We
GAF Corp 11 +4
Georgia Pacific 
Pfizer 
Jim Walters 34% +a.
Kirsch 11% unc
Disney 52% +%
Franklin Mint 29 um
Prices of stocks of local Interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times b
1. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco 111 -0,
Amer. Motors a
Ashland Oil 210% unc
AT&T 50% -%
Ford Mau + %
Gen. Motors 57% +,
Gm. Tire 16% -'4
Goodrich  15% unc
Gulf Oil 20% -1
Pennwalt We{ -L4
Quaker Oats 24% -%
Republic Steel A% unc
Singer 10 unc
Tappan 5% unc
Western-Union ' 15% -4.
Zenith., 25% +',
• (Continued from Page 1)
The district courts will re-
placeclisting county, quarter-
ly, magistrate and police courts
on Jan. 1, 1978. The state's cir-
cuit courts remain unchanged
by the amendment.
Under the amendment the
state will assume financial re-
sponsibility for the Kentucky
judicial system. Currently it
provides about half of the sup-
porting costs.
Carroll told Reed that the
Kentucky Judicial Council
should continue to help prepare
legislation through which the
amendment will be imple-
mented. Reed is chairman of
that council.
The governor said asking the
legislature to delay action on
district courts would give the
council time to complete pro-
posals relating to those courts.
"Ratification of the con-
stitutional amendment relating
to the judicial branch of gov-
ernment has generated consid-
erable speculation and some
apprehension concerning the
state's ability to responsibly
prepare legislation neceqxa.ry to
implement the provisions of the
article for submission to the
general assembly," Carroll told
Reed.
"To assist in the orderly con-
sideration of necegsary and ap-
propriate legislation, I will ask
the members of the legislature
at the forthcoming pre-legisla-
tive conference to limit their
consideration during the 1976
rggular session to those por-
tions of the amendment affect-
ing the circuit court, the new
court of appeals and the Su-
preme Court,- Carroll wrote.
"If the membership agrees, I
will offer my commitment to
call a special session prior to
Jan. 31, 1977 for consideration
of legislation relating to the
provisions establishing the dis-




Action In Senate And House
WASHINGTON (AP) - Ener-
gy legislation that would reduce
fuel prices temporarily is
awaiting final action in the Sen-
ate and House after winning
approval of congressional con-
ferees and apparently of the
Ford administration.
The bill, if signed by Presi-
dent Ford, would establish a
national energy policy and re-
solve a 10-month-old impasse
between the Democratic Con-
gress and the Republican White
House.
Congressional economists es-
timated the legislation would
result in an immediate 3.5-cent
reduction in the price of a gal-
lon of gasoline or heating oil.
Prices would begin rising above
today's level in and-1977, going
from the present 60-cent per
gallon average for gasoline to
about 63.5 cents if other factors
remain constant.
Democrats on the Senate-
House conference committee
that wrote the final bill said
they have assurances from
Ford administration officials
that the compromise is accept-
able. But none of the 11 Re-
publican conferees signed the
measure.
The bill, cleared by the con-
Gospel Singing Will Be
Held At Oak Grove
A gospel singing will be held
at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church on Saturday, November
15, at seven p. m.
The public is invited to attend,
according to the church pastor,
Bro. Otis Jones.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4
down 0.2. Below dam 302.2 down
1.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1 no
change. Below dam 311.8 down
2.4.
Sunset 4:49. Sunrise 6:33.
Moon rises 2:23 p. m., sets
Thursday 2:39 p. m.
ference committee Wednesday
night after 15 days of debate, is
likely to gain final congression-
al approval by the end of the
month.
But since current controls on
oil prices are due to expire Sat-
urday, Congress probably will
rush to the White House a stop-
gap measure to prevent con-
trols from lapsing until the
long-range bill is approved. Or
the long-range plan could be
made retroactive to Saturday.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 13, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Idegivig_Stations
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Yeteff-never miss the small amounts-you set aside in a Christmas Club
account with us, but you'll be mighty happy next November when you
receive that big Christmas Club check for the grand total you've saved.
Now is the time to start. Stop in with your first deposit this week acid
you'll quickly recognize why Christmas Club is so successful for so many
of your friends and neighbors.
Uoiti,the club rioW:
Free Gift When You Open Your Christmas Club







Harvest of Values MI
WHAT A BUMPER CROP WE HAVE-OUR FULL
UNE OF FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES AT TERRIFIC
SAVINGS. WE'RE OUT TO SREAK All SALES
RECORDS THIS FALL-AND YOU CAN REAP THE
BENEFITS. HURRY-NARYIST 11MI







This Frigidaire Washer lets
you match the cycie to the
load, thanks to a choice of
Colorfast and Non-colorfast
wash cycles It handles&
good size load with its
12-lb capacity
/38
















Put frozen food storage and
convenience undo( lock and
key protecrion.
This 10.1 cu -ft. Frigidaire
Chest Freezer is just . 32"
wide. Inside, there's a mag-
netic lid seal to help keep
warm air In, cold air out, and






door makes it easy to
see how dinner is
coming along.
You can cook an oven meal, even while
you're away from home, thanks to
automatic Cook-Master controls. And
a glass window in the oven d Dor lets
you check on cooking progress without
opening the oveh door and losing heat.
Easy-View surface controls reveal
a bright orange strip when any surface
heating unit is turned on. And when
its time to clean the oven, the door lifts
right off and out of the way for easy
access to the far corners.
WARD-.ELKINS
Downtown-Shoppin: Center - Murra - 753-1713
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